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Abstract
A fundamental problem facing the rational design of materials is the independent control of electrical and
thermal properties, with implications for a wide range of applications including thermoelectrics, solar thermal
power generation, and thermal logic. One strategy for controlling transport involves manipulating the length
scales which affect it. For instance, Si thermal conductivity may be reduced with relatively little change in
electrical properties when the confining dimension (e.g., nanowire diameter) is small enough that heat
carriers are preferentially scattered at free surfaces. However, tailoring properties by geometry or chemistry
alone does not allow for on-demand modification, precluding applications which require responsive behavior
such as thermal transistors, thermoelectric modules which adapt to their environmental temperature, or
switchable thermal barriers.
One means of tuning transport is elastic strain, which has long been exploited to improve carrier mobility in
electronic devices. Uniform strain is predicted to affect thermal conductivity primarily via changes in heat
capacity and phonon velocity, and crystalline defects such as vacancies or dislocations—which induce large
strain gradients—should lower thermal conductivity by decreasing the phonon mean free path. Nanowires are
ideal for the study of strain and defect effects due to the availability of a range of elastic strain an order of
magnitude larger than in bulk and due to their small volumes. However, experimental measurements of strain-
mediated thermal conductivity in nanowires have been limited due to the complexity of simultaneously
applying and measuring stress or strain, heating, and measuring temperature.
In this dissertation, we measure strain effects on thermal conductivity using a novel non-contact approach
which we name Raman piezothermography. We apply a uniaxial load to individual Si nanowires, Si thin films,
and Si micromeshes under a confocal μ-Raman microscope and, using the Raman laser as a heat source and
the Raman spectrum as a measure of temperature, determine thermal transport properties. We show that
uniaxial strain up to ∼1% has a weak effect on Si nanowire or thin film thermal conductivity, but irradiation-
induced defects in nanowires yield dramatic reductions due to increased phonon scattering. Such defects are
accompanied by large strain gradients, but decoupling the effect of these gradients from local changes in mass
and interatomic potential is experimentally untenable. To isolate the effect of strain gradients, we extend our
method to Si micromeshes, which exhibit nonuniform strains upon loading. The complex strain states
achieved cause more drastic reductions of thermal conductivity due to enhanced phonon-phonon scattering
in the presence of a strain gradient. The directions suggested by our experiments, as well as the development
of the method, will allow for more robust understanding and control of thermal transport in nanostructures.
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ABSTRACT
STRAIN EFFECTS ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NANOSTRUCTURED
SILICON BY RAMAN PIEZOTHERMOGRAPHY
Kathryn Fay Murphy
Daniel S. Gianola
A fundamental problem facing the rational design of materials is the independent
control of electrical and thermal properties, with implications for a wide range of
applications including thermoelectrics, solar thermal power generation, and thermal
logic. One strategy for controlling transport involves manipulating the length scales
which affect it. For instance, Si thermal conductivity may be reduced with relatively
little change in electrical properties when the confining dimension (e.g., nanowire
diameter) is small enough that heat carriers are preferentially scattered at free surfaces.
However, tailoring properties by geometry or chemistry alone does not allow for on-
demand modification, precluding applications which require responsive behavior such
as thermal transistors, thermoelectric modules which adapt to their environmental
temperature, or switchable thermal barriers.
One means of tuning transport is elastic strain, which has long been exploited to
improve carrier mobility in electronic devices. Uniform strain is predicted to affect
thermal conductivity primarily via changes in heat capacity and phonon velocity,
and crystalline defects such as vacancies or dislocations—which induce large strain
gradients—should lower thermal conductivity by decreasing the phonon mean free path.
v
Nanowires are ideal for the study of strain and defect effects due to the availability
of a range of elastic strain an order of magnitude larger than in bulk and due to
their small volumes. However, experimental measurements of strain-mediated thermal
conductivity in nanowires have been limited due to the complexity of simultaneously
applying and measuring stress or strain, heating, and measuring temperature.
In this dissertation, we measure strain effects on thermal conductivity using a
novel non-contact approach which we name Raman piezothermography. We apply a
uniaxial load to individual Si nanowires, Si thin films, and Si micromeshes under a
confocal µ-Raman microscope and, using the Raman laser as a heat source and the
Raman spectrum as a measure of temperature, determine thermal transport properties.
We show that uniaxial strain up to ∼1% has a weak effect on Si nanowire or thin
film thermal conductivity, but irradiation-induced defects in nanowires yield dramatic
reductions due to increased phonon scattering. Such defects are accompanied by large
strain gradients, but decoupling the effect of these gradients from local changes in
mass and interatomic potential is experimentally untenable. To isolate the effect of
strain gradients, we extend our method to Si micromeshes, which exhibit nonuniform
strains upon loading. The complex strain states achieved cause more drastic reductions
of thermal conductivity due to enhanced phonon-phonon scattering in the presence
of a strain gradient. The directions suggested by our experiments, as well as the
development of the method, will allow for more robust understanding and control of
thermal transport in nanostructures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
That the strength of materials tends to increase as the sample size becomes
smaller has been known since the 1950s, when Brenner showed that the fracture
strength of single-crystal microwires depended strongly on diameter and length.1 This
volume dependence arises from the spatial distribution of the atomic-scale defects
responsible for plastic flow or fracture, which may be reduced in number or eliminated
altogether by reducing sample size. A size effect on the mechanical properties of
Si was first reported by Namazu et al., who showed increases in bending strength
from 0.5 to 17.5 GPa when the diameter of cantilevers was reduced from mm length
scales to hundreds of nm.2 Many other groups have studied the size dependence of
mechanical behavior in Si using bending,3–8 resonance,9 or tensile testing,10–15 and the
definitive work in the field was performed by Zhu et al.,10 who showed a pronounced
diameter dependence in tensile tests of vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) grown Si nanowires
with diameters in the 15 to 60 nm range. Nanowires with diameters below 30 nm
exhibited a decrease in Young’s modulus from the bulk value, and fracture strengths
of the thinnest nanowires exceeded 12 GPa, an order of magnitude higher than typical
bulk Si and about half the ideal tensile strength of 22 GPa.16, 17 A summary of the
experimentally measured fracture strengths of single-crystal, VLS-grown nanowires
may be seen in Figure 1.1. Although the absolute values differ widely between reports,
1
Figure 1.1: Diameter dependence of fracture strength in VLS-grown Si nanowires.
Closed symbols indicate tensile testing; open symbols indicate bending. Data are
taken from Refs. 4–6, 10–12. Lines are intended as guides for the eye. Although the
exact values differ, in the vast majority of reports Si nanowires exhibit much larger
fracture strength than bulk, with a strong trend toward higher strength with smaller
diameter. This implies a larger range over which to tune strain-sensitive properties in
Si nanostructures.
likely due to differences in sample quality and testing method, the trend is clear: as
the diameter of a Si nanowire is reduced, it can accomodate more stress—and hence
more strain—before fracture.
The expanded range of elastic strain available in nano-Si implies that there is also
an expanded range in the properties which couple to strain. Strain has long been used
as a means of tuning electrical properties by warping and splitting of the electronic band
structure, e.g. in strained Si field effect transistors.18–20 One example of a potential
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application of strained Si which has not been fully explored is in thermoelectrics,
which convert thermal gradients to electrical potential. Thermoelectric efficiency is
gauged by the non-dimensional figure of merit ZT:
ZT =
S2σT
κ
(1.1)
where S = −(∆V/∆T )|I=0 is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity,
and κ is thermal conductivity, and T is temperature. A good thermoelectric has high
S, high σ, and low κ in order to yield high voltages from the temperature gradient,
efficiently conduct current, and maintain the temperature gradient, respectively. Si in
bulk is a poor thermoelectric, but nanostructured Si can have thermoelectric efficiencies
orders of magnitude higher due to a drastic lowering of thermal conductivity. Progress
in this field has moved quickly: the effect was first demonstrated in Si nanowires in
200821, 22, nanocrystalline bulk Si in 2009,23 and nanomesh or “holey” Si thin film
structures in 2010,24 with dozens of reports in the following years.
The efficiency of nano-Si is not quite competitive with conventional thermoelectric
materials (e.g. PbTe, Bi2Te3), but as Si is cheaper, more abundant, and less toxic
than those materials, it is an attractive alternative. We may furthermore be able to
improve the efficiency of nano-Si by modifying the band structure via strain. However,
the effect of strain on thermal conductivity of these structures has been experimentally
unexplored, despite the fact that, as we will see, tensile strain is expected to lower
3
thermal conductivity, potentially improving the thermoelectric figure of merit in
nano-Si.
In this dissertation we will examine the thermal conductivity of Si nanowires,
thin films, and micromeshes under strain using a novel method which we have named
Raman piezothermography. In this chapter we will review concepts in elasticity,
thermal conductivity of crystalline insulators with attention paid to size and strain
effects, and the application of Raman spectroscopy to crystalline Si. In the following
chapters we will describe the novel method used to perform simultaneous mechanical
and thermal measurements of nanowires, thin films, and micromeshes and discuss the
results of these experiments, as well as new directions for nanoscale strain engineering.
1.1. Elastic Strain
In order to explore strain effects on thermal conductivity, we must first define
some basic terms in solid mechanics. Strain is the ratio of deformation to length, and
in one dimension engineering strain, ex, may be written
ex =
∆L
L
=
∂u
∂x
(1.2)
where ∆L/L refers to the overall percent change in length (the average linear strain),
and u and x are displacement and position of any point within the body.25 This may be
seen schematically in Figure 1.2. The above equality holds for uniform or homogeneous
4
strain where force and strain are the same throughout the body; ∆L/L 6= ∂u
∂x
at every
point for nonuniform or heterogeneous strain, where strain varies depending on position
(i.e., there is a strain gradient). In three dimensions, strain at a point is a symmetric
second-rank tensor:
εij =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
εxx εxy εxz
εxy εyy εyz
εxz εyz εzz
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂u
∂x
1
2
(
∂u
∂y
+ ∂v
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂u
∂z
+ ∂w
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂u
∂y
+ ∂v
∂x
)
∂v
∂y
1
2
(
∂v
∂z
+ ∂w
∂y
)
1
2
(
∂u
∂z
+ ∂w
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂v
∂z
+ ∂w
∂y
)
∂w
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.3)
where the u, v, w represent displacement from initial position x, y, z.25 Stress, defined
as force per unit area, is also a symmetric second-rank tensor, and for small deformation
it is related to elastic strain via Hooke’s Law:
εij = Sijklσij (1.4)
where σij and Sijkl are the stress and compliance tensors, respectively. For one-
dimensional deformation, this simplifies to
ε =
1
E
σ (1.5)
where E is known as Young’s modulus.25 We note that these definitions apply to solids
under small displacements where the deformation is elastic, meaning that the material
returns to its original shape on unloading. Si is considered a “linear elastic” material,
5
Figure 1.2: Schematic of one-dimensional uniform strain adapted from Ref. 25. For a
body deforming in response to a uniaxial force, point A moves to A’ and B moves
to B’. Since B is further from the fixed end, it is displaced more than A. The initial
separation between the points, dx, then becomes dx+ ∂u/∂x dx.
meaning that it obeys Equation 1.5 and exhibits a linear relationship between stress
and strain up to its fracture stress, with no permanent (“plastic”) deformation.
1.2. Thermal Conductivity
Turning now to basic concepts in thermal transport, thermal conductivity is
defined as the proportionality constant between heat current,
→
j and the temperature
gradient. For a sample with a temperature gradient
→
∇T , Fourier’s law states:
→
j = −↔κ ·
→
∇T = −(↔κe +
↔
κl) ·
→
∇T (1.6)
where the
↔
κe,
↔
κl are the electron and lattice (phonon) contributions to the thermal
conductivity, respectively. The electronic component of the thermal conductivity is
given by the Wiedemann-Franz law, which states that, for fixed temperature,
↔
κe is
6
linearly related to the electrical conductivity. For moderately doped bulk Si with room
temperature resistivity 1 mΩ·cm (corresponding to dopant concentration approximately
1020 cm−1), charge carriers are responsible for just 0.5% of the thermal conductivity.26
Here we study systems with negligible
↔
κe, so only the phononic contribution to thermal
conductivity will be considered. For heavily doped or highly piezoresistive systems,
thermal measurements would need to be combined with measurements of electrical
conductivity in order to discern the separate contributions to
↔
κ. One would also need
to consider the effect of phonon scattering from a higher population of charge carriers.
By treating phonons in a three-dimensional material as an ideal gas (a reasonable
assumption at room temperature since, at equilibrium, they are randomly moving,
weakly interacting particles), we can apply the classical kinetic theory of gases to
derive an expression for the thermal conductivity. If we consider a particle moving a
distance
→
l between regions with temperature difference ∆T, we can write
∆T =
→
∇T ·
→
l =
→
∇T · →vτ (1.7)
where
→
v is the particle’s velocity and τ is the time to move distance
→
l .26 In moving
from T +∆T to T , the particle loses energy c∆T , where c is the particle’s heat capacity.
We can then write the rate of change of energy for a single particle as27
dE
dt
= c
→
∇T · d
→
l
dt
= c
→
∇T · →v . (1.8)
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For particle concentration n, the net particle flux is n
→
v , so by combining this with
Equations 1.7 and 1.8 the net heat (equivalently, energy) flux for all particles is then
given by
→
j = −n→v dE
dt
= −ncτ(→v · →v)
→
∇T. (1.9)
We may further write the total heat capacity as C = nc, and if we consider all phonon
modes, where a mode consists of a single frequency and wavevector, we arrive at the
expression for the components of
↔
κ:
κij =
∑
α
Cαταvivj (1.10)
where the modes are denoted by α and i, j refer to the three principal axes of the chosen
coordinate system.28 Therefore, by examining how we may tune a material’s heat
capacity, scattering times, or phonon velocities, we may derive means of engineering
thermal conductivity.
1.2.1. Surface Effects on Thermal Conductivity
Nanostructuring affects thermal conductivity through reductions in phonon
scattering time, τ , and phonon confinement effects. The latter are significant in
nanowires and thin films with critical dimension nearly an order of magnitude smaller
than the samples to be discussed in later chapters, so here we will focus on scattering
only. When the critical dimension d (e.g. nanowire diameter, film thickness) falls
8
within the spectrum of phonon mean free paths for a given material, phonon scattering
at free surfaces becomes significant. The effect of various scattering mechanisms on
scattering time, which is inversely proportional to mean free path, may be understood
according to Matthiessen’s rule:29
τ =
(∑
s
τ−1s
)−1
(1.11)
where the sum is over the types of mechanisms: boundary scattering, defect scatter-
ing, phonon-phonon scattering, phonon-electron scattering, isotope scattering, etc.
Reductions in scattering time will lead to reductions in thermal conductivity; in the
case of nano-Si this comes from a reduction in τboundary. Assuming diffusive transport
dominates (a reasonable assumption for nanowires except at cryogenic temperatures,
where ballistic transport plays a role30), Matthiessen’s rule yields a reduction from
the bulk thermal conductivity of
κNW =
d κbulk
lbulk + d
(1.12)
where κNW and κbulk are the thermal conductivities of the nanowire and bulk Si,
respectively, and lbulk is the bulk mean free path.
31
The first study of Si nanowire thermal conductivity was performed by Li et al.
on VLS-grown Si nanowires with diameters ranging from 22 to 115 nm, which were
found to have thermal conductivities far lower than bulk—over an order of magnitude
9
for the thinnest wires at room temperature—with a strong diameter dependence in
accordance with Equation 1.12.32 The group repeated the experiment in a later work
which examined VLS nanowires with diameters 15 to 20 nm, as well as nanowires which
had been oxidized and etched in HF to produce rougher surfaces.30 The roughened
nanowires were found to have far lower thermal conductivities than smooth wires of
similar size. The difference was explained by increases in diffuse scattering at rough
surfaces, as opposed to specular or mirror-like scattering at atomically smooth surfaces,
depending on phonon frequency and the height of the roughness. Other works have
similarly shown a decrease in thermal conductivity in Si nanowires with controlled
surface roughness.22, 33–35 Results of the various measurements of nanowire thermal
conductivity and surface roughness may be seen in Figure 1.3.
A critical flaw present in all of these studies of roughness effects is that the
chemical etching process used to produce and roughen Si nanowires is known to also
produce pores and core defects36, 37 which could lower thermal conductivity. Such
defects may additionally be undetectable using a transmission electron microscope
(TEM)—the tool of choice in these studies for determining crystal quality—and could
therefore have been overlooked. One of the definitive studies of surface roughness
acknowledged this possibility as their Raman spectra of incrementally roughened
wires were consistent with Raman spectra of Si containing incrementally higher
concentrations of defects.33 No experimental studies have yet been performed which
used alternative roughening methods or in which the effects of roughness and defects
10
Figure 1.3: Diameter and roughness dependence of Si nanowire thermal conductivity.
By comparison, bulk Si has thermal conductivity 150 W m−1 K−1,39 well off the axes
of this figure. Data are taken from Refs. 30–35. The coloring of the data points
correlates with the RMS surface roughness as per the colorbar. All nanowires with
zero RMS roughness were VLS-grown except those from Feser et al. and Ghossoub et
al., which were produced using top-down etching methods. Roughened or top-down
wires generally have lower thermal conductivities than VLS nanowires of the same
size. The exceptions to this trend at ∼175 nm were believed by the authors of that
study to be an artifact of their measurement method.
were quantitatively decoupled and determined—although simulations do predict that
surface roughness is not sufficient to produce the observed thermal conductivity drops
and that core defects are necessary38—motivating the need for such experiments.
1.2.2. Uniform Strain Effects on Thermal Conductivity
Turning to strain’s effect on thermal transport, we see from Equation 1.10 that
thermal conductivity depends on heat capacity, scattering time, and phonon velocity.
11
The strain effects on these quantities may be understood via their dependence on
phonon frequency. The force constants of Si, which change with strain, lead to
decreasing phonon frequencies with tensile strain40–43 (see Figure 1.4), and we can use
this to gain some intuition about how thermal conductivity changes with strain.
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Figure 1.4: Theoretical phonon dispersion curves for Si under strain. a) From Ref. 41,
dispersion along [001] for increasingly biaxially strained Si. The magnitudes of the
strains were not stated. Copyright 1992 American Physical Society. b) From Ref. 42,
dispersion along [111] for hydrostatically strained Si. “-” denotes compressive strain
and “+” denotes tensile. Copyright 2010 American Physical Society.
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We begin with the heat capacity, which scales for harmonic oscillators as26
C ∼
∑
p
∫
ω2 exp
( ~ω
kT
)(
exp
( ~ω
kT
)
− 1
)2Dp(ω)dω (1.13)
where ~, k are the reduced Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively, the sum-
mation is over all polarizations p, the integral is over the wavenumbers, and Dp(ω) is
the density of states.26 Within the Debye model for diffusive transport, the density of
states is proportional to ω2, so then the predicted decrease in phonon frequencies with
tensile strain will decrease heat capacity, thereby decreasing thermal conductivity.
The strain effect on group velocity may be understood via changes in density
and the elastic constants with strain. The weighted average phonon velocity for an
isotropic solid is
v =
[
1
3
(
1
v3l
+
2
v3t
)]− 1
3
(1.14)
where the velocity of the longitudinal phonon is vl =
√
C11/ρ and the velocity of the
transverse phonons is vt =
√
C44/ρ.
44 The Cij are components of the elastic stiffness
tensor (the inverse of the compliance tensor described in Section 1.1), and ρ is density.
For real, anisotropic solids, one would need to calculate the weighted v for the three
directions. The decrease in phonon frequency with tensile strain implies a decrease
in stiffness, so we would expect the components of C to decrease with tensile strain.
Density will also decrease, but for Si the change in ρ has shown to be relatively small
compared to the change in C,42, 45 so, overall, phonon velocity decreases.
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The effects of strain on most scattering processes are not well-studied, but we
can examine the dependence of scattering time on phonon frequency. The scattering
mechanisms most relevant to single-crystal Si are point-defect scattering (e.g. scattering
from an isotope, dopant, or vacancy), boundary scattering, phonon-electron scattering,
and phonon-phonon scattering (we ignore the momentum-conserving normal processes
here and consider only Umklapp scattering). The scattering times associated with
these mechanisms are related to frequency as28, 46
τα,point defect ∼ ω−4α (1.15)
τα,phonon-electron ∼ ω−1α (1.16)
τα,Umklapp ∼
1
T
ω−2α (1.17)
The boundary scattering dependence on frequency is due to the surface roughness,34, 47
which we would not expect to change significantly with strain. The effect of changing
phonon frequencies on τboundary would therefore depend strongly on the sample surface
quality. We note that τphonon−electron is also dependent on effective mass, which should
be affected by strain, the sign of which depends on the direction of the applied stress
and the doping of the sample.19 However, this scattering mechanism is generally much
weaker than the others28 and shows the weakest dependence on phonon frequency.
In both cases, tensile strain, which decreases phonon frequencies, would increase
scattering time and hence increase thermal conductivity. The Umklapp scattering will
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further depend on strain via changes in vibrational anharmonicity. It has been shown
that the Umklapp scattering time scales as
τα,Umklapp ∼
1
T
(
V
V0
)−2(γα+b)
(1.18)
where b depends on how interatomic force constants change with strain and V/V0
is the volumetric strain.44 γα is the Grüneisen parameter for mode α, which relates
changes in frequency to unit cell volume:
γα = −
∂(lnωα)
∂(lnV )
(1.19)
Since V/V0 is > 1 in tension and γα is positive, Equation 1.18 implies τα,Umklapp
decreases with tensile strain. Tensile strain will therefore increase or decrease τα,Umklapp
depending on which scaling factor (Equations 1.17 or 1.18) is stronger.
With tensile strain we therefore have a competition between terms which decrease
thermal conductivity with tensile strain (heat capacity, phonon velocity, anharmonic
effects on Umklapp scattering time) and those which increase thermal conductivity
(frequency effects on scattering time). The relative magnitudes of these effects depend
on, among other things, doping, carrier concentration, defects, isotope content, and
temperature. The terms which are most affected by strain may therefore have the least
effect on overall thermal conductivity, so comprehensive simulations and experiments
are needed to fully understand the effects of strain on thermal conductivity of real
16
materials.
Performing experimental measurements of elastic strain-mediated thermal con-
ductivity is difficult due to the complexity of simultaneously applying and measuring
stress or strain, heating, and measuring temperature, though a handful of experiments
have been performed for inorganic solids. To our knowledge the first measurement
was performed in 1962 by Keyes and Sladek, who determined the strain dependence
of single-crystal doped Ge thermal conductivity at low temperatures. The researchers
found that uniaxial tensile strain increased or had no effect on thermal conductivity,
with strong dependence on dopant type and concentration as well as orientation,
contrary to the expectation described above. They attributed these results to changes
in donor wave functions which affect phonon scattering, so this is an electronic effect
unrelated to our prior analysis. Ross et al. reviewed studies of bulk materials up to
1984 and found that for a wide variety of both metallic and nonmetallic materials,
thermal conductivity was positively correlated with increasing hydrostatic pressure.48
Andersson and Bäckström in 1988 studied single-crystal Si under hydrostatic pressure
and found a weak, but similarly positive correlation.49 More recent experiments mea-
sured thermal conductivity in bulk Si under uniaxial compression50, bulk muscovite51
and MgO52 under hydrostatic compression, and Al and SiNx thin films under uniaxial
tension,53–55 and in all cases thermal conductivity was positively correlated with
compressive stress, as we would expect.
Although experimental studies of the thermal conductivity dependence on strain
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are sparse for bulk and thin films and nonexistent for nanowires, thorough studies
using molecular dynamics (MD) have been completed. Simulation-based reports make
use of the Green-Kubo equation, which relates kinetic to equilibrium properties via
an equilibrium correlation (autocorrelation) function. The Green-Kubo relation for
(scalar) thermal conductivity takes the form56
κ =
V
2kBT 2
∫ ∞
0
〈
→
j (t) ·
→
j (0)〉dt (1.20)
where V is volume, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
→
j is heat current density, and t is
time.
The first attempt to understand the effect of applied stress or strain on thermal
conductivity was performed by Picu et al., who modeled an fcc lattice using a Lennard-
Jones potential and the heat flux as:57
→
j (t) =
1
2V
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
→
r ik(
→
F ik ·
→
v i) (1.21)
where
→
r ik,
→
F ik are the vector distance and the force acting between atoms i and k,
respectively, and
→
v i is the velocity of atom i. Under 3% hydrostatic strain in tension
and compression they observed a 40% reduction and 100% increase, respectively, with
the asymmetry arising from the form of the interatomic potential. For plane strain they
observed similar trends, but for plane stress, in which the lattice was allowed to relax
in the out-of-plane direction, the researchers observed a weak (<10%) dependence
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of the thermal conductivity on strain. They attributed the effect to a combination
of changes in stiffness (and hence velocity) and an increase in scattering rate due
to lattice anharmonicity, both of which occur since a Lennard-Jones solid displays
significant nonlinear elasticity. In a later study, Bhowmick and Shenoy44 reported
similar trends for a Lennard-Jones solid under hydrostatic strain and attributed the
decrease in thermal conductivity to reduction of phonon velocity due to the volumetric
strain and an increase in lattice anharmonicity leading to a decrease in τUmklapp.
Molecular dynamics studies of Si have been performed by Li et al 42 and Yang et
al.45 Li et al used MD to examine the effect of strain on thermal conductivity of Si and
diamond in bulk, thin film, and nanowire form. Their results showed a less-dramatic
strain effect for Si and diamond than for a Lennard-Jones solid: 3% hydrostatic strain
yielded a reduction in κ for bulk Si of 18%. In the case of nanowires, the effect was
even more subtle, with a 3% reduction in κ with 3% tensile strain for a 4 nm-diameter
Si nanowire. They attributed their thermal conductivity changes to shifts in the
phonon dispersion curves with tensile strain which lower phonon frequencies, leading
to decreases in heat capacity and phonon velocity. More recently, Yang et al. modeled
13 nm-thick Si thin films and found a ∼9% decrease in thermal conductivity for every
3% in-plane biaxial strain. They attributed this change to decreases in phonon velocity.
Results from both studies may be seen in Figure 1.5. Taken as a whole, our intuitive
understanding of thermal transport based on changes in heat capacity, phonon velocity
and scattering time combined with the results of MD simulations suggest that we
19
Figure 1.5: MD predictions of strain effects on Si thermal conductivity. a) From Ref.
42, thermal conductivity as a function of hydrostatic strain in bulk Si. Copyright 2010
American Physical Society. b) From Ref. 45, thermal conductivity as a function of
biaxial strain in thin film Si. Copyright 2014 Elsevier.
should expect thermal conductivity to decrease with increasing uniform tensile strain.
However, the extent is not clear, motivating the need for experiments on real materials.
1.2.3. Nonuniform Strain Effects on Thermal Conductivity
The effect of heterogeneous states of strain on thermal conductivity is far less
well-understood than the uniform strain effect, though many systems known to
feature such states of strain have reduced thermal conductivities compared to their
homogeneously strained counterparts. However, the effect of the nonuniform strain
present in these systems is not readily experimentally decoupled from other effects
which may also be responsible for the change in thermal transport. For instance, Si/Ge
superlattices—alternating layers of epitaxially grown Si and Ge—have lower thermal
conductivity than their alloy counterparts.58 Due to a slight lattice mismatch, each
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layer of a superlattice has some strain gradient through its thickness which may be
responsible for a large portion of the thermal conductivity reduction,59 but the strain
effect is experimentally difficult to isolate from the effect of boundary scattering from
interfaces. Similarly, dislocations effectively scatter phonons due to long-range strain
fields as well as mass difference at the core of a dislocation line.28, 60 The strain field is
predicted to affect thermal transport via an increase in vibrational anharmonicity and
hence increased phonon scattering,60–62 but this effect has never been experimentally
isolated.
We may also consider point defects such as vacancies or impurity atoms, which
create large local strains which decay away from the defect, creating large strain
gradients. MD simulations predict the atoms around a vacancy cluster in Si to
be distorted by as much as 17%63 and for thermal conductivity to decrease with
increasing vacancy concentration,64, 65 though it is not yet clear which of the various
mechanisms responsible for point defect scattering dominate, again due to the difficulty
of decoupling them. These mechanisms include mass-difference, change in bond
strength, and strain, and their relative weights are typically calculated Klemens’
formulation:60
τ−1point defect =
3a3
G
ω4
πv3
(
S2mass + (Sbond + Sradius)
2) (1.22)
where the S terms are the scalar weights of the various scattering mechanisms, with
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the strain effect treated as a local change in atomic radius. Here a3 is the volume
of one atom, G is the number of atoms in the crystal (so Ga3 is the volume of the
crystal), ω is phonon frequency, and v is phonon velocity. Klemens treats the medium
as isotropic and averages over all modes for simplicity. Although Klemens’ model has
remained the most common framework by which the weights of the various scattering
mechanisms for point defects have been evaluated for over half a century, it contains
some clear and obvious flaws. The most troublesome is the treatment of the strain
effect as simply a change in radius. This treatment may be apt for substitutional
dopants or isotopes but is clearly insufficient for vacancies or interstitials, which cause
significant atomic rearrangement and furthermore tend to cluster.63, 66 Although many
reports (see, e.g., Refs. 67–70) rely with some success on Klemens’ formulation, the
need for a more robust model for the mechanisms behind phonon scattering from strain
gradients—or a means of experimentally decoupling these mechanisms—is obvious.
1.3. Raman Spectroscopy of Crystalline Solids
In this work, we study strain effects on thermal conductivity using Raman
spectroscopy, an optical technique which examines vibrational properties of a material;
as such, it may be used to measure quantities such as strain or temperature. In a
typical Raman experiment a monochromatic laser is focused on a sample, and peaks
in the spectrum of inelastically scattered light correspond to optically-excited phonon
modes. For a vibrating lattice in an oscillating electric field
→
E, we can write the
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induced dipole vector
→
p as
→
p =
↔
α ·
→
E (1.23)
where
↔
α is the polarizability tensor.71
↔
α, and hence
→
p, is a function of interatomic
displacement—as the lattice vibrates,
↔
α changes. Expanding
↔
α in a Taylor series
about the equilibrium atomic displacement, we have
αρσ = (αρσ)0 +
∑
k
(
∂αρσ
∂Qk
)
0
Qk +
1
2
(
∂2αρσ
∂Qk∂Ql
)
0
QkQl + · · · (1.24)
where the (αρσ)0 are the components of
↔
α at equilibrium and the Qk, Ql... are
displacement amplitudes associated with modes of frequency ωk, ωl... with summation
over all normal modes. For atomic vibrations of amplitudeQk0, frequency ωk, and phase
factor δk and an electric field
→
E and frequency ω, we can write Qk = Qk0 cos(ωkt+ δk)
and
→
E =
→
E0 cos(ωt). Plugging these expressions and Equation 1.24 into Equation 1.23,
we have
→
p =
↔
α0
→
E0 cos(ωt) +
↔
α
′
k
→
E0Qk0 cos(ωkt+ δk) cos(ωt)
=
↔
α0
→
E0 cos(ωt) +
1
2
↔
α
′
k
→
E0Qk0 cos(ωt− ωkt− δk)
+
1
2
↔
α
′
k
→
E0Qk0 cos(ωt+ ωkt+ δk) + · · ·
(1.25)
So we have an oscillating dipole which will emit light at the frequency of the oscillation;
the first term on the very right-hand side of this equation corresponds to elastic
(Rayleigh) scattering, while the second and third terms are due to inelastic scattering
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to lower (Stokes) or higher (anti-Stokes) photon frequencies.71 The units of ω here
are s−1, but it is important to note that by convention Raman spectra are in units
of inverse wavelength or spatial frequency, cm−1, which is linearly proportional to
frequency.
1.3.1. Strain Effects on the Si Raman Spectrum
Strain affects the Raman spectrum of crystals via a loss of phonon degeneracy and
changes in phonon frequency. The wavenumbers of visible light are orders of magnitude
smaller than crystalline Si’s Brillouin zone, so Raman spectroscopy probes phonons at
the Brillouin zone center (wavenumber q ∼ 0). This means we are examining only the
optical phonons since the frequency of acoustic phonons goes to zero at the center of
the Brillouin zone. In order to understand the effect of strain on the Raman spectrum,
then, we must examine the effect of strain on the frequencies of q ∼ 0 optical phonons.
For an unstrained diamond-structure crystal such as Si, the one longitudinal and two
transverse optical phonons are triply degenerate where q ∼ 0, yielding a single peak
in the Raman spectrum (centered near 521 cm−1 in the case of Si). The application
of uniaxial or biaxial strain breaks this degeneracy, producing two or three separate
(nondegenerate) modes of different frequencies than the unstrained, degenerate modes.
The effect of strain on the Raman spectrum depends on the polarization of incident
and scattered light, the direction of strain, and the orientation of the scattering surface.
For diamond-structure crystals with strain tensor
↔
ε , the Raman shift with strain may
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be found using the secular equation derived by Ganesan et al.72:
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pε11 + q(ε22 + ε33)− λ 2rε12 2rε13
2rε12 pε11 + q(ε22 + ε33)− λ 2rε23
2rε13 2rε23 pε11 + q(ε22 + ε33)− λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0
(1.26)
where λ = ω21 − ω20 where ω1 is Raman frequency (in units of cm−1) with strain and
ω0 is Raman frequency without strain. Since ∆ω = λ/2ω0, we may obtain the Raman
shift with stress from the eigenvalues. The phonon deformation potentials p, q, and r
relate phonon frequencies to strain and have been calculated using Raman data for
strained Si by various groups;73–77 the most recent and comprehensive of these reports
gives p = −1.56ω20, q = −1.98ω20, and r = −0.96ω20, in good agreement with previous
measurements and which we will use here.
The secular equation is given in the reference system (x=[100], y=[010], z=[001]),
but in this work we consider uniaxial stress applied along the [110] and [111] direc-
tions, so the strain tensor components εij must be determined using Hooke’s Law
Stress direction ε11 ε22 ε33 ε12 ε13 ε23
[100] PS11 PS12 PS12 0 0 0
[110] P (S11+S12)
2
P (S11+S12)
2
PS12
PS44
4
0 0
[111] P (S11+2S12)
3
P (S11+2S12)
3
P (S11+2S12)
3
PS44
6
PS44
6
PS44
6
Table 1: Non-zero components of the strain tensor for a diamond-structure crystal
with a uniaxial load where the principal axes are [100], [010], [001].
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(Equation 1.4) in the reference system. The strain components for a uniaxial stress of
magnitude P applied along the [100], [110], and [111] directions are given in Table 1.
For a cubic crystal the only nonzero components of the compliance tensor are S11,
S12, and S44, with values for Si of 7.68, -2.14, and 12.6 TPa
−1, respectively.78 Solving
the secular equation for stress along these directions yields three eigenvalues and
hence three phonon modes, two of which are degenerate for stress along [100] or [111].
Observation of these modes in the Raman spectrum will depend on the polarization of
incident and scattered light as well as the backscattering surface; for stress along [100],
[110], and [111] with light polarized along the direction of tension and backscattering
from the (100), (100), and (112) surfaces, respectively, we expect to observe shifts
of -2.0, -2.0, and -3.7 cm−1, respectively. These shifts have been verified by various
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Figure 1.6: Predicted Raman spectra for Si under stress along the [100] direction.
1 GPa of stress corresponds to 0.77% strain.
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groups: by Anastassakis et al.73 for stress along [100] and [111] and Peng et al. for
stress along [110],76 and will be used to measure strain in later chapters. Examples
of the predicted changes in the Raman spectrum of Si with applied uniaxial tensile
stress may be seen in Figure 1.6b.
1.3.2. Temperature Effects on the Si Raman Spectrum
Increasing temperature affects the first-order Raman spectrum of Si in three
respects: downshifted peak position, broadened peak width, and reduced Stokes/anti-
Stokes ratio. The experiments discussed in this work will rely on the shift in peak
position, which yields the most precise temperature measurements, so we will focus
on those shifts here. As with the strain effects on the Raman spectrum, temperature
effects may also be understood by examining the effect of temperature on the fre-
quencies of optical phonons at the Brillouin zone center. These frequencies change
with temperature due to thermal expansion or contraction and a resulting change
in interatomic potential; they are thus independent of orientation and hence light
polarization. The shifts were first calculated by Cowley79 and experimentally verified
by Hart et al.80 More recently, Doerk et al.81 showed that the temperature-dependent
Raman shifts in Si nanowires are identical to bulk at -0.022 cm−1 K−1 near room
temperature. For typical Raman systems which can measure the position of Si peaks
with precision on the order of 0.01-0.1 cm−1 this implies temperature measurements
are precise to within a few degrees.
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1.4. Summary and Thesis Outline
We have seen that uniform and nonuniform strain may be used to tune thermal
conductivity of Si nanostructures, but that these effects have not yet been experi-
mentally assessed. We have furthermore seen that Raman spectroscopy is a valuable
tool for measuring temperature and strain in Si. In this dissertation, we will present
Raman-based measurements of thermal conductivity in Si nanostructures as a function
of uniaxial tensile strain as well as more complicated strain states. We will begin with
uniaxial tensile tests on nanowires, discuss the novel method of measuring thermal
conductivity of such wires, and then extend the method to irradiated wires, strained
thin films, and strained nanomesh structures. We will conclude with future prospects
for nanoscale strain engineering of thermal conductivity and new applications of the
Raman-based method.
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Chapter 2
Tensile Testing of Nanowires
Portions of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from Nanotechnology,
Volume 24, Issue 23, Page 235704. Copyright 2013 Institute of Physics.
In order to determine the strain dependence of the thermal conductivity of
nanowires we must first develop a controllable, repeatable method of dynamically
applying displacement and measuring load in an individual nanowire. The simplest
and most easily interpretable state of strain is uniaxial tension, but it is also among
the most difficult to achieve in that it requires the development of actuators and
load cells with nm and nN resolution, respectively, as well as means of transferring,
aligning, and gripping individual nanowires. In this chapter we will present a method
of obtaining stress-strain curves of individual nanowires, with special attention paid
to proper measurement of strain when using compliant gripping materials. We will
discuss results of uniaxial tensile tests on three species of semiconductor nanowires
and prospects for further improving measurements of nanoscale mechanical behavior.
2.1. Materials and Methods
Several species of inorganic nanowires were used in this study, including two
distinct types of Si nanowires. The first set of Si nanowires were <100>-oriented,
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fabricated using a top-down metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE) method in which
nanowire diameters were defined using electron beam lithography on (100) Si wafers.
Following patterning, approximately 15 nm of Au was deposited using electron beam
evaporation and wafers were etched in a solution of peroxide and HF following the
methods of Refs. 36, 82. The Au layer catalyzed the oxidation and removal of Si
at the Au-Si interface, leaving nanowires wherever the Au did not contact the Si.
The first etch step left thin, cobweb-like Si filaments in addition to the patterned
nanowires due to discontinuities in the Au film, so the wafers were then oxidized
in a tube furnace and etched in HF to remove the unwanted filaments. The second
set of Si nanowires were undoped, <111>-oriented, vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) -grown
purchased from Sigma Aldrich with nearly monodisperse diameters in the range of
170-180 nm. We performed additional mechanical tests on various nanowires received
from collaborators. <101̄0>-oriented Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) nanowires
83, 84 115-280 nm
in diameter and <110>-oriented GeTe nanowires85 100-128 nm in diameter were
grown using VLS by Prof. Ritesh Agarwal, Pavan Nukala, and Rahul Agarwal at
Penn. <110>-oriented Pd nanowires grown using a method based on molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE)86 33-100 nm in diameter were supplied by Dr. Gunther Richter at the
Max Planck Institut in Stuttgart, Germany. Mechanical testing of Pd nanowires was
performed by Lisa Chen at Penn. Images of Si, Ge2Sb2Te5, and GeTe nanowires prior
to harvesting may be seen in Figure 2.1. All nanowires were single-crystalline, with
orientation of VLS- and MBE-grown nanowires verified using selected area electron
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diffraction. Top-down Si nanowires took the orientation of the host wafer from which
they were grown.
Figure 2.1: Semiconductor nanowires used for mechanical testing. a) Top-down Si
NWs with controlled diameters. b) A single VLS nanowire on a holey carbon grid and
attached to a nanomanipulator. c) A GST nanowire as grown, with a nanomanipulator
in contact but not yet attached. d) As-grown GeTe nanowires.
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In order to apply uniaxial tension we transferred individual nanowires to a
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) -based tensile testing device fabricated at
the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies (CINT). Trenches were milled into the
grips of the device using a focused ion beam (FIB) to aid in alignment of the specimen
with the tensile axis. The device consisted of a thermal actuator and a compound
flexure load cell, as shown in Figure 2.2a. Actuation was controlled by applying voltage
across the actuator (electrically and thermally isolated from the sample by a thin
SiNx strip) with a Keithley 2636A source measure unit (SMU). The applied voltage
induced a current, and the slender, angled beams thermally expanded due to Joule
heating, pulling the two grips apart. We calibrated the actuator by incrementally
increasing the voltage across the beams and acquiring an image of the actuator at
each increment. Separate calibrations had to be performed for actuation under an
an optical microscope in ambient conditions or inside a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) due to convective heat losses when actuating in air, which affected temperature
and subsequently actuator displacement. The image series was analyzed using digital
image correlation (DIC) to extract the displacement of the actuator as a function of
applied voltage, then inverted to obtain voltage as a function of displacement. We
could then produce tables of voltage values which would yield a constant displacement
rate during testing. Voltage was controlled during testing using the Keithley SMU
and a custom LabView program.
All nanowires were transferred to the testing device from their as-grown state
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except for the VLS Si nanowires, which arrived in solution and were first dispersed
onto holey carbon grids. Nanowires were harvested inside a SEM by attaching a
single nanowire to a tungsten probe (tip radius <0.1 µm) on a nanomanipulator
(Kleindiek Nanotechnik). The nanomanipulator had three degrees of freedom and its
position could be precisely controlled to within ∼1 nm. Nanowires which were isolated
and lying in the same plane as the MEMS device were chosen for nanomanipulation
and testing. After selecting a nanowire, the probe tip was brought into contact
such that the interface between the nanowire and probe could be imaged. The
nanowire was attached using a small amount of Pt-containing material (precursor of
C5H4CH3Pt(CH3)3) deposited using electron beam induced deposition (EBID), as can
be seen in Figure 2.1b. Once attached to the nanomanipulator, nanowires were lifted
off of the substrates, and the SEM stage was translated to bring the MEMS device
into the field of view. The stage was then rotated to align the grips of the device with
the nanowire. The wires were lowered into the trenches (except specimens Si B and F
and Pd D, E, and H, which were placed flat on the grips) and clamped using EBID
(Figure 2.2b). Pt- or W-containing (precursor of W(CO)6) clamps were deposited
at 5 to 20 kV accelerating voltages and 40 pA (for Pt deposition) or 560 pA (for
W deposition) beam currents at room temperature. These precursor materials and
deposition conditions are known to produce C-rich deposits with Pt content varying
from 5 to 16at.%.87 In the case of W, the reported metal content for 5 kV accelerating
voltage and 1.6 nA beam current—3× the beam current used here—is about 35at.%.88
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The deposition time was chosen to produce clamps with thicknesses that exceeded the
nanowire diameter. Clamp widths ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 µm and lengths along the
wire ranged from 0.3 to 1.8 µm. Once secured, the nanomanipulator was retracted,
breaking the relatively weaker bond between the manipulator and the wire without
applying stress to the specimen gage section. Details of the wire materials, dimensions,
EBID conditions, and clamping configurations for Si, GST, and Pd nanowires are
summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 2.2: Tensile testing method. a) Optical image of MEMS tensile platform
employed for in situ testing of individual nanowires. b) SEM image showing a Si
nanowire suspended across testing grips and secured using EBID clamps. c) Scheme for
direct measurement of nanowire strain during testing using digital image correlation
of markers providing axial displacements along the gage section of the nanowire.
d) Displacements of the actuator, load cell, and relative displacement between them
during a single mechanical test on a <100>-oriented Si nanowire with d=165 nm
inside a SEM. e) Load-displacement data for the test in (d), from which stress was
determined. f) Stress-strain curves using the two strain measurement methods for the
same nanowire tested inside a SEM as well as under an optical microscope, where only
the effective strain is available. The directly measured strain yields Young’s modulus,
E, in good agreement with bulk, as we would expect for nanowires of this size. The
difference in between the curves produced using the different strain measurement
methods is indicative of clamp deformation.
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For SEM testing, markers were deposited using EBID on both grips, the substrate,
and along the length of the wire spaced far enough apart to prevent load bearing (Figure
2.2b) in order to measure displacement. Strain rates between 10−5 s−1 and 10−4 s−1
were applied and a series of images were obtained during testing. Displacements of
the deposited markers (SEM testing) or of the MEMS device components (optical
testing) were determined from DIC of the image series, yielding resolution better than
0.1 pixels (1 nm in SEM images or 5 nm in optical images). Strain in the nanowires
was determined from these displacements in two ways. The “direct” engineering
strain was measured from displacement gradients (Figure 2.2c) obtained from the
markers placed directly on the nanowire, while the “effective” engineering strain was
determined from the relative displacements of the two grips and the original gauge
length. Figure 2.2d shows the displacements of the MEMS-based actuator and load
cell over the course of a single test; the relative displacement between these two
components is the displacement between the grips, from which the effective strain
was determined. We note here that when testing under an optical microscope, only
the effective engineering strain is accessible. Load was determined by measuring
the deflection of the compound flexure load cell, which had stiffness linear in the
displacement of 44 N m−1. Displacement of the load cell–and hence load—against
displacement of the actuator for the test shown in Figure 2.2d is plotted in Figure 2.2e.
From the load-displacement curve, the relative grip displacement, and the geometry
of the nanowire we extracted the stress-strain curves seen in Figure 2.2f for both
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SEM and optical tests. Young’s moduli for all nanowires and all strain measurement
methods were determined from the unloading portions of the stress-strain curves.
2.2. Effect of Clamp Deformation on Effective Strain
Measurement
The troubling difference between the effective and direct stress-strain curves
seen in Figure 2.2f is due to deformation of the EBID clamps. Clamp deformation
may influence the effective strain measurement—and any properties which depend
on it, such as Young’s modulus—in a number of ways. This diversity is highlighted
in Figure 2.3a via representative stress-strain curves for Pd, Si, and GST nanowires
(GeTe nanowires are not included in the study of clamp deformation due to their large,
spatially variant plastic deformation, discussed in a later section). The Pd nanowire
shown exhibits an apparent difference in modulus using the two strain measurement
approaches, although linear elastic behavior is measured with both strain measurement
methods, suggesting a low clamp stiffness relative to the nanowire. In contrast, both
slight and extreme apparent hysteresis is detected in the Si and GST stress-strain
curves, respectively, that vanishes or diminishes in the stress-strain curves obtained
from direct strain measurements. This discrepancy can be attributed to permanent
deformation of the clamping material. Without a direct measurement of strain, such
stress-strain curves could be improperly interpreted as indicating plastic deformation
in the nanowires, when in fact the true material deformation remained entirely (Si)
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or mostly (GST) elastic. It is important to note that the stress-strain curves shown
in Figure 2.3a do not indicate the behavior observed in all nanowires of a particular
material system. Specifically, slight hysteresis was observed in some measurements of
Pd nanowires, and not all GST nanowires exhibited large hysteresis.
The occurrence of apparent hysteresis in the stress-strain response of many of the
tested nanowires, as quantified by measurements of the residual strain upon unloading,
can be ascribed to two potential mechanisms. The first is plastic deformation of
the gripping material, which would be expected to scale with the load transferred
by the nanowire to gripping material. However, measurements of the residual grip
displacement normalized by the total applied displacement show an inverse correlation.
For instance, contacts used for Si and GST nanowires had similar interfacial areas,
yet Si nanowires showed the lowest hysteresis despite incurring the largest forces
during testing. A second proposed mechanism is interfacial sliding (i.e. pull out) of
the nanowire relative to the grips, which presumably depends on the nature of the
interfacial bonding. Indeed, the normalized residual displacements showed differences
between the three materials (Figure 2.3b), with GST and Si showing the highest and
lowest values, respectively. However, further experiments would be needed to validate
this hypothesis with greater statistical significance.
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Figure 2.3: Stress strain curves of inorganic nanowires. a) Stress strain curves for
nanowires composed of three different inorganic materials highlighting differences
between apparent (open markers) and true (closed markers) response upon directly
measuring strain within the specimen gage section. Curves for different materials
are shifted along the strain axis for clarity. Young’s moduli were measured from the
unloading portion of the stress-strain curves. b) In cases where apparent hysteresis
was detected, the residual displacement upon unloading normalized by the total
applied displacement for the three different tested materials. The apparent material
dependence on the residual displacement is consistent with an interfacial sliding
mechanism.
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Measurement of both effective and actual Young’s moduli allows for determination
of the mean single contact stiffness,
kcontact = 2
(
1
kapparent
− 1
kwire
)−1
(2.1)
where kapparent = AEapparent/L and kwire = AEdirect/L, with A and L the cross-sectional
area and length of the nanowire, respectively, and Eapparent and Edirect the moduli
determined using the strain from grip displacement and the directly-measured strain,
respectively. This model provides insight on the influence of the contact stiffness on
the apparent elastic response. Namely, the ratio of contact to nanowire stiffnesses
must be greater than 18 to yield better than 90% accuracy in measurement of Young’s
modulus (approximately within our experimental uncertainty considering force and
area measurement, see Ref. 89), as shown in Figure 2.4. The resulting stiffnesses,
moduli, and errors for Si, Pd, and GST nanowires using the two methods of measuring
strain are summarized in Table 2. By varying the nanowire material and geometry
we achieved nanowire stiffnesses that varied by over an order of magnitude (0.07 to
2.4 kN m−1). In total, we found that clamp compliance led to errors in modulus
greater than 10% for 14 out of the 17 samples tested, while errors less than 10% were
only observed for nanowires with stiffness below approximately 0.3 kN m−1. Contact
stiffness was found to be invariant with load for each test, and displayed no correlative
trends with contact length along the wire, accelerating voltage during deposition, or
nanowire material. No strong correlation was measured between contact stiffness and
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Figure 2.4: Ratio of apparent to direct measurements of Young’s moduli during tensile
testing of 3 different inorganic nanowires vs. ratio of contact to wire stiffness. Open
symbols denote flat-geometry contacts. The shaded region denotes the optimal range
where measurements using remote displacement sensing modes give a value of Eapparent
that are within 10% of Edirect according to Equation 2.1.
beam power, which is known to control the overall metal content in such deposits.
For all wires in which the clamping geometry was flat, the contact stiffness was
approximately equal to (in the case of Si) or greater than or equal to (up to an
order of magnitude in the case of Pd) that of the trenched geometry contacts. We
ascribe this to the lack of contact in the trenched geometry between the nanowire
and the grips such that that they were surrounded on all sides by EBID material (see
Figure 2.5). For Pd nanowires, using a flat clamping geometry sufficiently increased
the clamp stiffness such that Eapparent was within 1% of Edirect. However, for the Si
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Figure 2.5: Schematics (a,c) and SEM images (b,d) of FIB-polished cross sections
of Pd nanowires (NW) clamped to a flat surface (a,b) and in a trench (c,d). NWs
in trenches do not often touch the bottom but rather make contact with side walls
or remain suspended from nearby surfaces, whereas samples clamped to flat surfaces
often make direct contact with the Si grips. Figure produced by Lisa Chen.
nanowires, which were much stiffer, the error in measured modulus in the flat clamping
configuration was still over 29%. Manipulating a nanowire to the trench geometry is
generally more efficient and results in better alignment of the nanowires to the tensile
axis, but only one of the trench-geometry tests shown here had error less than 10%.
This motivated several attempts to improve the stiffness of the trenched contacts.
A common strategy within the electrical testing community is to improve contacts
(i.e. increase electrical conductivity) by increasing their metal content. It has been
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shown that the resistivities of EBID deposits of a given material depend on electron
accelerating voltage and beam current, which is ascribed to the primary influence of
metal content.87, 90, 91 Low electrical resistivity implies a percolating metal network,
which would imply an increase in contact stiffness since metals are stiffer than the
surrounding amorphous carbonaceous matrix. For Pd F, Pt clamps were deposited
at 2 kV and 420 pA, which has been reported to increase the metal content from
approximately 5at.% (10 or 20 kV and 40 pA) to 16at.%,87 below the threshold of
30% by volume (approximately 17at.%) for a percolating network92 but sufficiently
high to expect a lowering of electrical resistivity by as high as a factor of four.93 Si E
was clamped with W-containing EBID material, which is reported (albeit for much
larger beam currents than employed in the current study) to have a metal content
over 35at.%,88 notably above the percolation threshold. Furthermore, bulk W has a
Young’s modulus more than double that of Pt. Further attempts included annealing a
device with Si A (see Table 2) attached in O2 at 300
◦C for 10 minutes to increase the
metal concentration of the clamp following the methods of Botman et al., which has
been shown to decrease the resistivity of the deposits by three orders of magnitude by
removing the insulating carbonaceous matrix from between the Pt crystallites such
that the metal content rises above the percolation threshold.94 Since the annealing
step removed most of the contact material, additional material was then deposited on
top, resulting in a contact with a significantly higher overall metal content. In all, no
trend in contact stiffness with increased metal content was measured, implying that
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since the percolation thresholds for electrical and stiff mechanical connectivity are
distinct, the metal in the contacts is in the form of particles rather than a continuous
network. This suggests that the stiffness of these organometallic composite contacts is
dominated by the organic matrix, consistent with the findings of Utke et al.95
Since varying electron power density has been shown to affect deposition rate
and metal content and furthermore shows a saturation in the metal content achievable
in typical electron microscopes,87 the implication is that the stiffness of the EBID
material itself is inherently limited (unlike the contact strength as shown previously),
and so the geometry of the deposit must be considered. Accordingly, the lengths of the
contacts along the axes of the wires were varied for Si, but the contact stiffness showed
no apparent relationship with contact length. Similarly, varying contact width from
470 nm for Pd C to 700 nm for Pd A resulted in nearly identical contact stiffnesses.
On the whole, these limitations on the maximum contact stiffness imply that
accurate measurements of strain are favored on longer or thinner, and therefore more
compliant, nanowires. The lowest measured contact stiffness was 0.55 kN m−1; taking
this as the minimum possible contact stiffness, the nanowire stiffness must be less
than 0.03 kN m−1 to yield better than 90% accuracy in modulus measurement. For
a nanowire with Young’s modulus 100 GPa and diameter 100 nm, this implies a
minimum gauge length of approximately 25 µm, longer than typical tensile testing
specimens. This may explain the large scatter in the reported Young’s moduli among
distinct testing methods, as especially evident where tensile testing yields the lowest
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measured modulus96 or is systematically lower than bulk values.11, 13 Although usage
of the apparent strain will only yield values of Young’s modulus that are lower than
the actual values, it is important to note that observation of nanowire moduli that are
higher than bulk does not necessarily indicate that clamp effects are negligible. Indeed,
in the case of Pd D, the apparent modulus was higher than bulk, whereas the actual
modulus was higher still owing to size-dependent elasticity.89 When a sufficiently
compliant sample cannot be prepared, local strain measurements such as the method
we have described here, selected area diffraction,97 or Raman spectroscopy,98–103 should
be used. Other methods of attaching nanowires to tensile testing setups should also
be considered, e.g. deposition of pure metal or semiconductor contact materials by
evaporation through a shadow mask, co-fabrication of specimens directly onto testing
apparatuses,104 or nanoscale spot welding.105–107
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Table 2: Geometry of nanowires and EBID clamps used for clamp stiffness determination, in addition to measured values
of wire stiffnesses and Young’s moduli. Values of Young’s moduli are tabulated as calculated based on direct measurement
of strain in the wire gage section and indirect values based on the relative grip displacement.
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2.3. Mechanical Properties of Semiconductor Nanowires
2.3.1. Si Nanowires
Beginning with Si, direct strain measurements showed linear elastic behavior for
the entirety of each tensile test, with Young’s moduli for Si <111> and <100> that
are in excellent agreement with the bulk values (188 and 130 GPa, respectively). Size
effects on the elastic behavior would be expected to be negligible for Si nanowires
with the diameters tested. Indeed, Zhu et al. found that nanowire modulus was
constant for diameters above 40 nm,10 and Jin et al. found a constant modulus for
nanobeams with thickness of 100 nm,14 consistent with our finding of size-independent
elastic behavior for our range of sizes. The notable outlier is Si F, a <111> nanowire
with a measured Edirect of 219 GPa, which was due to poor out-of-plane alignment
observed in tilted SEM imaging, resulting in an artificially low strain measurement.
All other tested wires did not show evident signs of such misalignment. The high
stiffness and large diameters of these nanowires, combined with the limited load range
of our MEMS devices prevented us from bringing these nanowires to fracture, even
at a maximum of 3% strain. The high strength and bulk-like, linear elastic behavior
of these nanowires will prove advantageous for the thermal transport measurements
discussed in the following chapters.
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2.3.2. GST Nanowires
We next consider the behavior of GST nanowires. Errors in the effective strain
measurement from clamp deformation were generally small and consistent for these
nanowires due to their low stiffness, so most testing was performed under an optical
microscope. Representative stress-strain curves using the effective strain measurement
for a single 180 nm diameter nanowire may be seen in Figure 2.6a, which was loaded
and unloaded twice before loading to fracture. In tests of eleven GST nanowires
(three of these inside a SEM) we observed no size effects on Young’s modulus, with
average 44±5 GPa over all measurements (see Figure 2.6b. This value is likely slightly
lower than the actual Young’s modulus, by perhaps 12-16%, following Table 2, due to
the use of the effective strain measurement. However, this is within the error of our
measurements. We were able to measure fracture strengths of seven of these nanowires
and also observed no clear dependence on size (see Figure 2.6c), with average fracture
strength 1.2±0.3 GPa. All nanowires appeared to undergo brittle fracture with little,
if any, plastic deformation.
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Figure 2.6: Mechanical testing of GST nanowires. a) Load-unload stress-strain curves
for a single nanowire cycled to increasingly high stresses until it fractured. We were
unable to measure any appreciable plastic deformation. b) Young’s modulus for eleven
GST nanowiies measured using the varous methods. The average modulus over all
measurements was 44±5 GPa, with no systematic dependence on size. Modulus data
for annealed GST thin films from Won et al.108 and Park et al.109 are included for
comparison. c) Strengths of the seven GST nanowires we were able to controllably
bring to fracture. The average over all measurements was 1.2±0.3 GPa.
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This is the first report on the mechanical behavior of GST nanowires, but we can
compare our results with measurements on thin films. Kalb et al. measured the biaxial
modulus of crystalline GST films using wafer curvature to be 45.2±8.2 GPa;110 assum-
ing Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, we would expect Young’s modulus 31.6±5.7 GPa. Park et al.
measured the biaxial modulus of 300 nm thick crystalline GST using nanoindentation
to be 36.8±1.54 GPa,109 which would give Young’s modulus 25.8±1.1 GPa. Won et al.
examined the dependence of GST thin film modulus on size and annealing temperature
using micromechanical resonators.108 Modulus increased for film thicknesses below
∼40 nm due to grain size effects, and increasing the annealing temperature increased
the stiffness. For a 170 nm thick film (the only film they measured with thickness
close to that of our nanowires), modulus increased from 7 GPa for the as-deposited
amorphous phase to 35 GPa after annealing at 400◦C for 10 minutes. These results
are plotted along with ours in Figure 2.6b. Annealing resulted in growth of crystals in
the fcc phase (150◦C), mixed fcc and hcp phases (300◦C), and the hcp phase (400◦C),
with grain size increasing with annealing temperature. This may help explain why the
moduli extracted by other groups were lower than our nanowires—our nanowires were
single crystals with hcp crystal structure, whereas the thin films were polycrystals.
Kalb et al. and Park et al. did not report their crystal structures, but by comparing
their annealing temperatures with those of Won et al. we may conclude that their
films were of the lower stiffness fcc phase. The differences between the thin film
measurements and ours may also be a result of orientation: whereas our measurements
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probe a single crystal orientation, measurements on thin films would yield an average
over all orientations. These results have important implications for the use of GST
nanowires in mechanically robust phase change memory devices, since these materials
undergo significant changes in volume when switching between amorphous and crys-
talline phases,111–115 resulting in large stresses in encapsulated systems. Control and
understanding of mechanical behavior is also critical for integration of these materials
onto flexible substrates,116 where strains may be high.
2.3.3. GeTe Nanowires
The utility of the direct strain measurement is perhaps best illustrated by its
application to another phase change material, GeTe nanowires. Stress-strain curves
for two pristine GeTe nanowires are shown in Figures 2.7a and c. Both curves are
initially linear, abruptly flatten for several percent of strain, then stress continues rising
linearly until fracture. This behavior is typical of materials which undergo a stress-
induced transformation from one crystal structure to another, with phase boundaries
propagating along the tensile axis (“Lüders-like” deformation).25 We confirmed that
similar behavior occurs in GeTe by examining the relative displacements of each marker
placed on the nanowire; local changes in the displacement vs. position plots seen in
Figures 2.7b and d provide information about the heterogeneity of the deformation. In
the plots obtained in the midst of the plateau regime, two slopes may be observed: a
high slope—indicating high strain—on the left side of the plot and a low slope on the
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right. The boundary between the high and low slope regimes propagates left-to-right
as deformation proceeds, corresponding to a propagating phase boundary between the
initial and final crystal structure. Far-field strain measurements would not have been
sensitive to this behavior, highlighting the value of the direct strain measurement.
We note that the phase boundary did not progress smoothly but rather in local
strain bursts accompanied by the load drops noted in Figures 2.7a and c. Such behavior
may be a consequence of the design of the tensile testing stage, which allows for neither
displacement nor force control; any sudden burst in strain will necessarily result in a
sudden drop in force as the load cell is allowed to relax back toward its equilibrium
position. When the load abruptly decreases below the threshold for phase change, the
propagation of the boundary halts until the actuator has pulled the wire to where the
threshold has been reached again. This problem could be avoided by using a load cell
with stiffness much higher than the specimen or with load- or displacement-controlled
testing.
Although these experiments suggest that GeTe nanowires undergo a stress-induced
phase change, they give no information on the second phase. To our knowledge, the
only stable or metastable room temperature phases of GeTe are the crystalline face
centered rhombohedral phase (α = 88.35◦) and the amorphous phase.117 GeTe is
known to form twins,118, 119 but we observe no measurable tilting of the nanowire
after fracture which would accompany a change in orientation. In situ TEM testing,
selected area electron diffraction (SAED), or electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
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will be needed to understand whether the phase transformation is to a different,
previously unpredicted crystal structure, an amorphous structure, or due to twinning.
These measurements, as with the GST nanowires, represent the first reports on the
mechanical behavior of GeTe nanowires and thus have important implications for use
of these materials in phase change memory devices.
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Figure 2.7: Mechanical testing of GeTe nanowires. a) Load-unload stress-strain curve
for a 100 nm diameter nanowire with gauge length 3.2 µm. b) Displacement vs.
position data for the 100 nm wire. Each set of data represents a separate image from
which strain was determined, correlating to the indicated points on the stress-strain
curve. The phase boundary is clearly seen propagating from left to right. c) Load-
unload stress-strain curves for a 128 nm diameter nanowire with gauge length 7.1 µm.
Each subsequent test was to a higher maximum stress. d) Displacement vs. position
data for the 128 nm wire, in which the phase boundary can again be seen propagating
from left to right. Not all points on this nanowire were used due to difficulty tracking
all points on a longer gauge section.
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2.4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a method for performing quantitative tensile tests on
individual nanowires. Wires were harvested and transferred to a MEMS-based tensile
testing device using a nanomanipulator and clamped using EBID. Actuation of
the device was achieved by applying a voltage across a thermal actuator, and load
was provided by an integrated compound flexure in series with the nanowire. All
displacements were determined by performing DIC on the image series obtained during
testing, whether under an optical microscope or inside a SEM. We obtained direct,
local measurements of strain by tracking the displacement of markers placed on the
nanowires and effective measurements of strain by measuring the relative displacement
of the two grips. Differences between these two measurements allowed us to extract
average contact stiffnesses.
We showed that the EBID clamps commonly used for nanoscale tensile testing
have stiffnesses that are approximately on the order of the stiffness of inorganic
nanowire specimens commonly tested. As a consequence, inconsistent and significant
errors—as high as 49% and as low as 1%—were introduced in measurements of
displacement and hence strain and Young’s modulus, with a strong dependence on the
stiffness of the sample and the geometry of the clamp. Furthermore, permanent clamp
deformation resulted in nominal stress-strain curves that incorrectly indicated plastic
deformation in the nanowires. We have demonstrated that a local measurement of
strain is a necessity for mechanical testing when EBID clamps are used. Our work may
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explain anomalous behaviors and discrepancies between nanowire moduli measured
using grip displacement and provides guidelines for the nanowire and clamp stiffnesses
needed to achieve acceptable errors in measurements of strain. For experiments which
seek to measure coupled properties as functions of strain, such as those which will be
discussed in later chapters, properties should be reported as functions of stress, the
measurement of which is not affected by contact compliance.
We measured room temperature stress-strain behavior of Si, GST, and GeTe
nanowires and found the first two of these to be elastic or nearly elastic up to fracture,
with Young’s moduli for nanowires with diameters >70 nm consistent with bulk. By
contrast, GeTe nanowires exhibited Lüders-like deformation, indicative of a stress-
induced phase change. The GeTe measurements highlighted the utility of the local
strain measurement as it allowed for tracking of the propagating phase boundary.
Further testing is needed to fully understand the change in phase. This is the first
report on the mechanical behavior of GST and GeTe nanowires, with important
implications for the use of these nanowires as phase change memory materials.
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Chapter 3
Raman-Based Method for
Measuring Thermal Conductivity
in Strained Nanowires
Portions of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from Nano Letters,
Volume 14, Issue 7, Pages 3785-3792. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
The relative dearth of experimental measurements of strain-mediated thermal
conductivity is largely due to the complexity of simultaneously applying and measur-
ing stress or strain, heating, and measuring temperature. One versatile, non-contact
method of measuring thermal conductivity is Raman thermography, which uses a
laser to heat a suspended specimen and the spectrum of inelastically scattered light
to measure temperature, requiring no fabrication of sample heaters or thermome-
ters. Raman additionally provides information on phonon frequencies and densities
of states, making it particularly well-suited to studying phonon transport. The
method was first demonstrated for porous Si120, 121 and later extended to suspended,
bridged graphene,122–128 carbon nanotubes,129, 130 MoS2,
131 GaAs nanowires,132 Si
membranes,133 and cantilevered Si nanowires.31 However, the difficulty of decoupling
the effects of strain from temperature on the frequencies of the Raman-active modes
has largely prevented this method from being used on strained samples. In this
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chapter, we will describe a means of extending Raman thermography to strained
samples—Raman piezothermography—as well as several improvements to the method,
including proper determination of contact resistance, heat lost to air, and absorbed
laser power.
3.1. Mathematical Model
We begin by deriving an analytical expression for the temperature rise at an
internal heat source (the laser spot) for a suspended nanowire. The total thermal
resistance of the system may be written in terms of the Raman shift ω and absorbed
laser power P as123, 134
Rsystem =
∂T
∂P
=
1
χT
∂ω
∂P
, (3.1)
where χT is the relationship between first-order Raman shift and temperature (χT =
∂ω/∂T = 0.022 cm−1 for Si nanowires81). Equation 3.1 yields the total thermal
resistance of the system, including the effects of contact resistance and air conduction.
In order to distinguish these effects from the thermal conductivity of the sample, we
make use of the fact that the temperature rise in a suspended nanostructure will be
a function of the thermal resistances of all components of the thermal system. We
therefore scan a point source—a laser—along a doubly-clamped specimen such that
the shape of the resulting heating profile, as measured at the source, is a signature of
the thermal resistances of the components of the system.
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The steady-state heat equation for the temperature rise ∆T = T − Tambient
at position s in a one-dimensional conductor of length L, cross-sectional area A,
circumference C, heated from some point in the interior a distance a and L− a from
the two heat sinks (see Figure 3.1) may be written as135, 136
κ
d2∆T
ds2
− Ch
A
∆T +
P√
πwA
exp
(
− s
2
w2
)
= 0 (3.2)
with boundary conditions
∆T (−a) = Rc,lAκ
d∆T
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=−a
∆T (L− a) = −Rc,rAκ
d∆T
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=L−a
where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the nanowire and air, κ is the thermal
conductivity, P is the absorbed power, w is the half-width of the laser spot, and
Rc,l and Rc,r are the thermal contact resistances at the left and right heat sinks,
respectively. The laser power source is represented by a Gaussian centered at s = 0.
The solution gives the full temperature distribution in the nanowire, but we are only
interested in the temperature rise at the laser spot as the distance a is varied. Setting
x = 0 and taking the limit as w approaches 0 (a reasonable simplification since, at
285 nm, the real w is approximately 2% the length of the nanowire) we obtain the
temperature rise ∆T at the power source, where now the independent variable x is
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Laser Heat Source 
Silicon NanowireGrip Grip
Heat Sink Heat Sink
s=-a s=0 s=L-a
∆T
Figure 3.1: Schematic of setup for determination of the heating profile as a function
of laser position. The solution to the heat equation yields temperature profiles similar
to the representative profile shown. This function is solved for s = 0 to obtain the rise
in temperature at the laser spot. By varying a we obtain the temperature rise at the
laser spot as the laser is scanned across the nanowire.
the distance from the laser to the left heat sink:
∆T (x) = P
[MRc,r cosh (m(L− x)) + sinh (m(L− x))] [MRc,l cosh (mx) + sinh (mx)]
M [M(Rc,l +Rc,r) cosh(mL) + (1 +M2Rc,lRc,r) sinh(mL)]
(3.3)
where M ≡
√
Chaκ and m ≡
√
Ch/Aκ. Fitting the heating profile ∆T (x) along the
wire gives thermal conductivity as well as the thermal contact resistances, provided
accurate determination of P and h. In the case of Raman thermography, which employs
the excitation laser as the heat source, P = IQa where I is the total applied laser
power and Qa is the size-, refractive index-, polarization- and wavelength-dependent
absorption efficiency.137
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Figure 3.2: Thermal circuit model. a) Schematic of thermal resistor model. The
nanowire-contact series on either side of the laser are in parallel with each other as
well as the nanowire-gas interface. b) Approximate instantaneous temperature profile
in the nanowire used to calculate the thermal resistance of the nanowire-gas interface
leg of the circuit. c) A heating profile for wire 1 fit to the exact model (Equation 3.3)
and the approximate model (Equation 3.4). The fits are nearly identical and yield
thermal conductivities within 1 W m−1 K−1 of each other.
An alternative, more mathematically simple model which, as we will see, provides
a good approximation to Equation 3.3 is based on thermal circuits. For solid conduction
only, heat generated by the laser may travel in one of two directions: left or right
in the geometry of Figure 3.1. We may therefore model this system as two thermal
resistors in parallel, each including the resistance of some portion of nanowire length
as well as the thermal resistance of the contact. For heat lost to air, we treat the air
as another thermal resistor in parallel with the two legs of the nanowire. This may be
seen schematically in Figure 3.2a. Since the heat loss to air from any point along the
nanowire depends on the temperature at that point, the total loss depends on the full
temperature profile in the nanowire for any given laser position s. We approximate
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this profile by solving the heat equation with no losses to air (h = 0), no contact
resistance (Rc,l = Rc,r = 0), and an infinitely narrow Gaussian heat source (w = 0).
The solution gives the profile shown in Figure 3.2b, which is linear between the laser
spot and each heat sink. By integrating the triangular profile we arrive at a simple
expression for the temperature rise as a function of laser position:
∆T (x) = RsystemP =
(
1
x
Aκ
+Rc,l
+
1
L−x
Aκ
+Rc,r
+
hCL
2
)−1
P (3.4)
Fitting heating profiles to Equation 3.4 yields curves and thermal conductivities in
excellent agreement with Equation 3.3, as can be seen in Figure 3.2c.
In order to accurately determine thermal conductivity and contact resistance
of a strained nanowire using the models described here, a number of steps must be
performed:
1. Obtain spatially resolved maps of Raman spectra.
2. Decouple strain and temperature effects on the Raman shift.
3. Determine nanowire cross-sectional area and circumference, A and C.
4. Determine power absorption based on nanowire shape, Qa.
5. Determine size-dependent heat losses to air, h.
These steps are described in detail in the following sections.
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3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Si Nanowires
We used the <111>-oriented VLS Si nanowires purchased Sigma Aldrich which
we described in Chapter 2 to determine thermal conductivity as a function of stress.
These nanowires were chosen due to their long length (15-20 µm), lack of any mea-
surable taper, and strong Raman signal indicating a low defect concentration. The
monodispersity of these wires was also advantageous for checking repeatability of our
measurements. We considered several other Si nanowires which proved inappropriate
for these measurements. We were unable to grow the top-down nanowires described
in Section 2.1 long enough for adequate Raman mapping, and the growth method fur-
thermore raised concerns about atomic-scale defects and pores,36, 37 which would not
be easily measured but would affect thermal transport. We attempted measurements
on uniaxially strained nanobridges fabricated at Paul Scherrer Institut by patterning
and underetching of biaxially strained silicon-on-insulator wafers,138 but the elastic
strains in these samples relaxed under the Raman laser, perhaps due to size effects
on the brittle to ductile transition temperature in Si,8, 139 making the decoupling
procedure described below in Section 3.2.3 impossible. We examined other VLS-grown
Si nanowires purchased from CVD Equipment Corporation in a transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and found them to be of poor crystal quality. These wires may, in
the future, be useful for studies of dislocation effects.
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3.2.2. Raman Mapping of Nanowires
In order to determine thermal conductivity, heating profiles as a function of strain
and laser power must first be determined. To prepare samples for testing, nanowires
were dispersed on holey carbon grids, harvested, and transferred to the grips of a
tensile testing device described in Chapter 2 using a nanomanipulator (see Section 2.1).
The device may be seen in Figure 3.3a. Wires were clamped using electron beam
induced deposition (EBID), being careful to minimize deposition on the wire itself. A
representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of an individual nanowire
clamped to the device is given in Figure 3.3b.
Maps of spectra (Figure 3.3c) were obtained for nanowires subject to a uniform
strain as well as for nanowires damaged via ion bombardment by placing the device
under the objective of a confocal micro-Raman system equipped with a 532 nm
continuous-wave laser at ambient temperature and pressure (see Figure 3.3d). For
the unstrained state and upon application of each increment of strain, spectra were
collected along the central 8-10 µm of the nanowire length and across the nanowire
diameter with a 100 nm step size. Laser intensity was precisely controlled with a
neutral density filter, and at least five different powers in the range of 40 to 400 µW
(as measured using a power meter at the focal point) were used. Both strain and laser
power increments were varied non-monotonically to rule out systemic measurement
errors and strain relaxation. Sample first-order spectra collected with low and high
laser powers, with and without applied uniform strain are given in Figure 3.3e. These
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup for Raman piezothermography. a) Optical image of
the MEMS tensile testing device described in Chapter 2. b) Schematic of experimental
setup. c) SEM image of a <111> Si nanowire clamped to the MEMS device. d) A
to-scale map of Raman peak intensities. e) Sample spectra collected at low (63 µW)
and high (360 µW) applied laser powers (equivalently, low and high temperature)
and at zero and 0.77 GPa of stress. Dotted lines are fits to Gaussian + Lorentzian
lineshape.
peaks correspond to the strain- and temperature-dependent zone-center longitudinal
optical (LO) phonon in Si. Each spectrum was fit to a Gaussian + Lorentzian lineshape
to extract peak intensities, linewidths, and frequencies, and maps of these fits were
interpolated using cubic splines. A full procedure for operation of the Raman system
at Penn may be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 3.4: Scheme for determining power absorbed when the laser is not centered
on the nanowire. a) 2 µm section of an interpolated Raman peak intensity map for
unstrained wire 1. The laser was assumed to be centered on the nanowire where
there were maxima in peak intensity. b) First-order Raman peak intensity for the
center and laterally shifted from the nanowire axis. The absorbed power for the
original data was calculated using the FDTD method described in the Section 3.2.5.
The absorbed power for the off-axis data was calculated from the ratio of the peak
intensities (about 0.91 for the data shown here) and the absorbed power for the original
data. c) Corresponding Raman shift profiles for the original and off-axis data. The
temperature difference is approximately 4 K.
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The spatially resolved maps of Raman spectra allow us to establish which spectra
were obtained when the laser was centered on the nanowire by examination of the
Raman peak intensity: the highest intensity spectra were acquired using the highest
laser power (equivalently, when the laser was centered). We gain additional information
by examining spectra collected when the laser was off the nanowire axis, but the
incident laser power must then be determined. To find the incident laser power for
off-axis spectra, we calculated the ratio between the average peak intensity when the
laser was centered and the average when the laser was off-axis. We then assumed
this ratio to be the same as the relative incident laser powers (see Figure 3.4). These
profiles of Raman shift with a given laser intensity, as seen in Figure 3.5a, were then
used to find the temperature rise as a function of laser position using the method
described in the following section. The inclusion of off-axis profiles had a negligible
effect on the fit to the plot of Raman shift as a function of laser power (Equation 3.1)
but resulted in more heating profiles to fit to Equation 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Raman shifts in Si nanowires. a) Raman shift as a function of laser position
along the nanowire. Spatially resolved spectra were collected with a 100 nm step, and
the maps of peak intensity and position were interpolated with 20 nm spacing. As
laser power increases, temperature increases, resulting in an overall downshift of the
curves. The concave shape is due to the thermal resistance of the wire, heat losses
to air, and the contacts with the heat sinks on either end. Residuals of the fits are
shown in Figure 4.4. b) The minima of the fits shown in (a) for each laser intensity
for several increments of stress. The slope of this curve is the total thermal resistance
of the system, and the zero-intercept of the fit is taken to be the room temperature
peak position. Determination of the room temperature peak position allows us to plot
temperature as a function of peak position (secondary axis of (a)) for any strain.
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We note that exposure of the EBID clamp material to the laser will heat and
degrade the clamps, leading to their mechanical failure. Laser exposure can also
induce diffusion of the clamp material down the nanowire. An example of a heating
profile obtained from a nanowire where the EBID material had diffused may be seen
in Figure 3.6; the diffused material absorbs more laser power, resulting in anomalous
heating near the grips. This is contrary to our expectation of lower temperature rises
near the heat sinks and is difficult to account for. Profiles such as the one shown could
not be used for thermal conductivity measurements, necessitating the use of longer
nanowires (&10 µm) so that the diffused EBID material could be avoided. In order
to further minimize exposure of the EBID material to the laser, steps were milled
in the grips so that the wire could be clamped away from the edge of the grip (see
Figure 3.3b and the Appendix).
Figure 3.6: Temperature rise from laser heating of diffused EBID material, with
attempted fit to Equation 3.3. Consequently, heating profiles from short nanowires
such as the one shown here were not used for measurement of thermal conductivity.
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3.2.3. Decoupling Strain and Temperature
Increasing strain or temperature produces downshifts in the Raman peak position,
and the separate contributions may be decoupled by varying the laser intensity as
follows. Fits of the Raman shift minima (i.e. highest temperatures) of the Raman shift
profile as a function of the total incident laser intensity for an unstrained nanowire
as well as at three applied stresses are shown in Figure 3.5b, with the slope of these
fits proportional to the total thermal resistance of the system as per Equation 3.1.
The zero-intensity intercepts of the fits shown in Figure 3.5b were taken to be the
room temperature peak positions for each stress increment. The differences between
the unstrained and strained room temperature peak positions are due to strain only,
while the difference between the room temperature peak at a given stress and the
measured peaks is entirely due to laser heating. With our independent measure of
stress, this decoupling procedure enabled the measurement the room temperature
relation between Raman shift and tensile stress in Si (see Section 4.1.3). The peak shift
for a given stress was observed to be linear with laser intensity, suggesting a constant
thermal resistance over the temperature range of the measurement (∆T < 80 K) and
negligible resistive heating due to photocurrents, which would heat the wire as ∆P 2.
The temperature (secondary axis of Figure 3.5a) was subsequently calculated from
the spectrum as ∆T = (ω − ωRT )/χT , where ω is the measured peak position and
ωRT is the room temperature peak position.
We confirmed that the Raman shift with temperature, χT , is independent of strain
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by performing lattice dynamics simulations to extract the temperature dependence
of the frequency of the zone-center optical phonon (corresponding to the first order
Raman peak) at various tensile stresses. Figure 3.7a shows the calculated zone-center
optical phonon frequencies at various increments of stress and temperature containing
the range of stresses and temperatures used in our experiments. The slope of each
fit shown in Figure 3.7a corresponds to χT . Thus, if the slope depends on stress,
then so does χT . Figure 3.7b shows the slopes plotted against applied stress, where
the error bars are the 95% confidence intervals on the fit. It is worth noting that
although the exact numbers extracted from these calculations do not precisely match
experimental values, we are only concerned with any stress-dependent trends in χT
since the unstrained experimental value is well known. The results of these calculations
exhibit no trend, so we treat χT as unchanging with stress. It is furthermore worth
noting that χT originates from thermal expansion of the crystal lattice and is therefore
intrinsically tied to lattice anharmonicity. Differences in anharmonic behavior at the
nanoscale relative to macroscopic behavior would manifest as changes to the elastic
behavior at large strains,89 yet our measurements show both linear elastic response and
Young’s moduli that agree with bulk values for <111> Si (see Chapter 2). Thus, our
simulations and experiments suggest the value of χT for a strained Si nanowire with
d>165 nm to be the same as that of bulk Si, which is the same as that of unstrained
nanowires.81
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Figure 3.7: MD simulations performed by Mehdi Zanjani and Prof. Jennifer Lukes at
Penn to find χT dependence on stress. a) Calculated zone center longitudinal optical
phonon frequency at various temperatures and stresses, corresponding to Raman shift
for the first-order Si peak near 521 cm−1. The slope of the fit shown is the relationship
between Raman shift and temperature for a given stress (χT (σ)). b) χT (σ) for σ = 0
to 2.5 GPa. The error bars are the 95% confidence intervals on the slope of the fits to
the data shown in (a).
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3.2.4. Correction for Actuator Heating
When straining nanowires using the MEMS device there is slight heating of one
grip from the thermal actuator, yielding a temperature difference between the grips
of no more than 40 K. To correct for this, a scan was made at power low enough to
yield laser-induced heating below the noise floor of our temperature measurement
(about 4 K). The slope of this curve, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.8a,
was taken to be the gradient due to temperature and removed from the strained
plots. An example of an uncorrected strained plot and the same data corrected for
the temperature gradient and fitted to Equation 3.3 is shown in Figure 3.8b.
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Figure 3.8: Correction for actuator heating. a) Peak position and temperature profile
at 1.7 GPa obtained using applied laser power 61 µW, low enough that the laser-
induced heating was below the resolution of our measurement. The slope of the linear
fit corresponds to a temperature gradient across the wire of 3.1 K µm−1 and was taken
to be entirely due to heating from the actuator. b) Peak position and temperature
profiles with the corresponding fits at 1.7 GPa obtained using applied laser power
0.22 mW, uncorrected and corrected for the slope shown in (a).
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3.2.5. Calculation of Nanowire Cross-Section and Absorption Efficiency
The exact geometry of the nanowire—cross-sectional area, circumference, and
shape—affects the calculation of thermal conductivity from the measured thermal
resistance and strongly affects the fraction of incident laser power absorbed by the
nanowire. In order to determine these quantities, each nanowire was cut following
testing using a focused ion beam (FIB) to create a cantilever. The cut nanowires were
then bent upward using a nanomanipulator inside a SEM in order to directly image
the cut face and obtain the cross-sectional shape and hence circumference and area.
Absorption for Si nanowires with a circular cross-section is known from analytical
Mie scattering solutions,140 but our nanowires exhibited significant deviations from
circularity, preventing application of an analytical solution. Using a commercial
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software package (Lumerical), 3D numerical
simulations were performed for the Si nanowires with a Gaussian source focused
to a FWHM of 570 nm to match measured experimental conditions. Non-circular
cross-sections were obtained by fitting polynomials to cross-sectional nanowire images
obtained via SEM (Figure 3.9a-b), and power absorbed per unit volume in the
simulated structures was calculated from the divergence of the Poynting vector Pabs =
−0.5ω|E|2imag(ε) where ω is frequency, |E|2 is electric field intensity, and ε is the
permittivity. Integrating |E|2 over the entire illuminated nanowire volume (Figure 3.9c)
produced total power absorbed. The refractive index of Si was taken from Ref. 141.
A range of frequencies about 563.5 THz with a bandwidth of 30 THz were applied to
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each wire to simulate the effects of scaling nanowire cross-sectional area and ensure
measurement errors would not result in incorrect absorption values. No resonance
peaks were found, and calculated absorption values were stable to ∼0.2% within the
frequency range tested. Values for wires 1-4 varied between 4.9% and 6.1%. By
contrast, absorption in cylinders of the same major diameters (171-177 nm) calculated
using the Mie solutions and accounting for the relative sizes of the laser spot and the
nanowire is 3.1-4.4%.
Figure 3.9: Cross-section-dependent power absorption of nanowires. a) Cross-sectional
SEM images of Si wires 1-3. b) Fitted nanowire profile overlaid on cross-sectional SEM
image of wire 4. c) Cross-section of simulated nanowire under far-field illumination,
illustrating spatial distribution of electric field intensity for 532 nm wavelength light.
FDTD calculations were performed by Dr. Brian Piccione at Penn.
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3.2.6. Heat Losses Due to Air Conduction
Our experimental setup did not allow for measurements in vacuum, so heat
losses to the surrounding air had to be considered. Experimental and theoretical
evidence exists for a size dependence of the heat transfer coefficient to air, but no prior
measurements on cylindrical samples of similar diameters to our nanowires have been
performed. We therefore developed a means of measuring it using a variation of our
Raman method. For fixed surroundings, thermal conductivity and the heat transfer
coefficient to air should not depend on how the sample is clamped; that is, if the wire
is in bridged or cantilevered geometry, κ and h should be the same. Keeping this in
mind, the thermal measurement procedure for bridged nanowires was performed on
wire 4, and after testing the wire was cut at one end using a FIB. The procedure was
then repeated for the cantilevered geometry. We may modify the boundary conditions
of Equation 3.2 to allow for air conduction from the free end of the wire:142
∆T (−a) = Rc,lAκ
d∆T
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=−a
∆T (L− a) = −κ
h
d∆T
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=L−a
so we can subsitute κ/h for Rc,rAκ in Equation 3.3:
∆T (x) = P
[(M/Ah) cosh (m(L− x)) + sinh (m(L− x))] [MRc,l cosh (mx) + sinh (mx)]
M [M(Rc,l + 1/Ah) cosh(mL) + (1 +M2Rc,l/Ah) sinh(mL)]
.
(3.5)
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We fit both the bridged and cantilevered heating profiles (see Figure 3.10a) using
various fixed values of the heat transfer coefficient and extracted thermal conductivity
from the fit. The intersection of the h vs. κ curves seen in Figure 3.10b represents the
value of h which yields the same calculated value of κ for both clamping geometries;
this intersection occurred at h=1.8 W cm−2 K−1 and κ=52 W m−1 K−1 (thermal
conductivity results are discussed fully in the next chapter). Figure 3.10c shows a
heating profile fit to curves which do and do not account for heat loss to air; although
both curves fit the profile well, not accounting for air losses (i.e., treating h=0) leads
to a 19% increase in the calculated thermal conductivity, highlighting the importance
of measuring and accounting for heat losses to air. The difference would be expected
to be more pronounced for thinner nanowires, which have both higher h and lower κ.
Although the value of h we measure differs from other diameter-dependent experi-
mental measurements of the heat transfer coefficient, from which we would predict h to
be roughly 0.50 W cm−2 K−1,143 it is in better agreement with the value we calculate
using a semi-empirical model from Wang et al. based on measurements performed
on microwires and carbon nanotubes.144, 145 This two-layer model appropriate for
quasi-1D particles with diameter approaching the mean free path of air molecules
treats the transition region near the particle surface using molecular kinetics and the
region farther from the particle as a continuum. Within this model, the heat transfer
coefficient is related to the mean free path and heat capacity of air as well as the
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particle diameter via the dimensionless Nusselt number, Nu:
Nu =
2rh
κair
=
4αffncrζ/π
β + fncr(ζ + ∆/λ) ln(nr((ζ + r0/λ)/(ζ + ∆/λ)))
(3.6)
where r is the particle radius, λ is the mean free path of air (67 nm, Ref. 146), ∆ is
the thickness of the transition region (here taken to be 5λ as per Ref. 147), ζ = r/λ,
and fncr is a function of ζ. The values of the fitting parameters αf , β, nr, and r0 were
taken from Ref. 144. We then solve this expression for h, obtaining 1.18 W cm−2 K−1
for a wire 175 nm in diameter. At 1.8 W cm−2 K−1, our experimental value of h is
higher by 52%. We attribute the discrepancy to errors in the choice of ∆ as 5λ, the
maximum value allowed by Ref. 147, and in the fitting parameters taken from Ref.
144, which were determined using samples an order of magnitude larger and smaller in
diameter than our nanowires. Heat transfer from solids to air is also strongly affected
by environmental conditions such as humidity, air currents, and proximity to other
surfaces, which for our measurements were not likely identical to those of other reports.
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Figure 3.10: Nanowire heat transfer to air. a) Bridged and cantilevered heating
profiles for the same wire obtained using the same laser intensity and fit using the
correct value of h. b) Thermal conductivity calculated using varying values of the heat
transfer coefficient for wire 4 in bridged and cantilevered geometry. The intersection
of the two curves gives the correct values of the two variables: 52 W cm−1 K−1 and
1.8 W cm−2 K−1, respectively. c) Heating profile for wire 1 collected using 370 µW
incident laser intensity and fit to models with and without heat lost to air. The fits
are nearly identical in the region of the data. If air conduction is not accounted for,
thermal conductivity measured from this profile increases by 19%.
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3.3. Conclusions
We have extended and refined the Raman thermography method in order to
measure thermal conductivity in strained nanowires. By scanning the laser along the
wire we may measure and account for thermal contact resistance, a non-negligible
quantity which in conventional thermal testing is treated as being insignificant. Our
means of decoupling strain and laser heating effects on the Raman spectrum by varying
laser power allows for determination of both, as well as for the application of Raman
thermography to strained systems—Raman piezothermography. We have furthermore
accurately calculated the absorbed power using FDTD simulations which take into
account the nanowire’s cross-sectional size and shape. Finally, we developed a means of
measuring the heat transfer coefficient to air in order to accurately perform testing at
ambient pressure. In the next chapter we will discuss the results acquired by applying
this novel method to homogeneously and heterogeneously strained Si nanowires and
thin films.
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Chapter 4
Raman Piezothermography of
Strained Si Nanostructures
Portions of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from Nano Letters,
Volume 14, Issue 7, Pages 3785-3792. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
In the previous chapter we described a novel method of measuring thermal
conductivity as a function of applied uniaxial strain in nanowires. In this chapter, we
will discuss our results on unstrained, strained, and irradiated Si nanowires. We will
then demonstrate an extension of the method of unstrained and strained Si thin films
and micromeshes.
4.1. Si Nanowires
4.1.1. Unstrained Si Nanowires
We first compare our results for thermal conductivity of unstrained nanowires
with other groups’ reports on VLS-grown Si nanowires at room temperature. The
mean thermal conductivity values we obtained for four unstrained <111>-oriented
Si nanowires with diameters 171-177 nm were between 58 and 66 W m−1 K−1, in
agreement with these other reports, which we have plotted in Figure 4.1 along with
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the predicted thermal conductivity based on diffuse boundary scattering:
κNW =
d κbulk
lbulk + d
(4.1)
where κNW and κbulk are the thermal conductivities of the nanowire and bulk Si,
respectively; d is nanowire diameter; and lbulk is the bulk mean free path.
31 This model
predicts thermal conductivity 55 W m−1 K−1 for a 175 nm nanowire, well within
the error bars of our measurement and verifying that diffuse boundary scattering
is the dominant mechanism responsible for the decrease in thermal conductivity of
these nanowires at room temperature. The first experimental measurement of thermal
conductivity performed on Si nanowires used nanowires bridged across microfabricated
resistive heater-thermometers,32 and the diameter-dependent data was fit to a bound-
ary scattering model which accounted for ballistic transport, which dominates at low
temperatures.30 At room temperature this model agrees well with the fully-diffusive
model for nanowires of the same size as those used in the present study, yielding a
predicted thermal conductivity of approximately 60 W m−1 K−1, also in excellent agree-
ment with our measurements. We may furthermore compare to diameter-dependent
measurements obtained using Raman thermography of unstrained, cantilevered Si
nanowires (measured as-grown, such that contact resistance was negligible),31 from
which we would predict nanowires of similar diameter to have thermal conductivity
of 55 W m−1 K−1. Our contact resistances were determined to be on the order of
1 K µW−1; with our experimental setup and sample dimensions, neglecting contact
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Figure 4.1: Thermal conductivity of undoped, VLS-grown Si nanowires from this
work and the literature. Literature values are from Refs. 30, 32, 34. Our results are
in good agreement with the diffuse boundary scattering model, verifying that this
is the dominant mechanism responsible for the decrease in thermal conductivity of
VLS-grown nanowires.
resistance would yield errors of 20-25%, highlighting the importance of measuring and
correcting for this extra resistance.
4.1.2. Uniformly Strained Si Nanowires
With the method verified for unstrained Si, we applied uniform tensile strain
to wire 1 (diameter d=177 nm) and measured thermal conductivity as a function
of stress as shown in Figure 4.2. Our results using the exact analytical solution
(Equation 3.3) were in excellent agreement with the thermal conductivities calculated
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using the approximate solution based on thermal circuits (Equation 3.4). We found
heat transport changes to be <8%, well within our error bars, for tensile stresses
as high as 1.7 GPa (equivalent to an elastic strain of 0.9%). We were unable to
go to higher stresses due to the actuator heating issues discussed in Section 3.2.4,
which limited the amount of load we could apply; we were furthermore limited by
the unavailability of thinner Si nanowires of adequate crystal quality which would
have allowed us to apply more stress. Our results are furthermore consistent with
recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on Si nanowires in which the effect of
strain on phonon frequencies and subsequent changes in phonon velocity and heat
capacity were examined.42 The authors found that less than 1% strain applied to a
4 nm diameter nanowire would yield less than 1% reduction in thermal conductivity.
Indeed, more than 7% strain was needed to achieve a 10% reduction, beyond the
reported elastic limit of Si nanowires with these sizes.10 We may also compare our
results to experiments on undoped bulk Si under hydrostatic compressive pressure up
to 1 GPa,49 or uniaxial compressive strain up to 0.3%50 which found similarly small
changes in thermal conductivity. Taken as a whole, our results suggest that uniform,
uniaxial elastic strains below 1% do not substantially affect phononic transport in Si
nanowires.
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Figure 4.2: Thermal conductivity of an undoped, <111>-oriented Si nanowire as a
function of applied engineering stress. Details regarding the two analysis methods are
given in Chapter 3. No systematic change beyond the error bars is observed. The
plotted boundary scattering model point is for comparison to Equation 4.1, which
predicts a nanowire of this diameter to have thermal conductivity 55 W m−1 K−1.
Engineering strain values were calculated using the Young’s modulus measured from
nominally identical nanowires, which demonstrated fully elastic behavior with no
permanent strains for the strain ranges used here (see Chapter 2 and Ref. 148).
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4.1.3. Dependence of Raman Shift on Stress
With our independent measurement of stress we were able to determine the stress
dependence of the Raman shift. Figure 4.3 shows the change in room temperature
peak position with respect to the unstrained nanowire for stresses up to 1.7 GPa.
At -3.5 cm−1 GPa−1, the slope of the linear fit here is in very good agreement with
the relationship between Raman shift and stress along <111> predicted from lattice
dynamics72, 149 as well as with experiments on uniaxially stressed bulk Si up to 1.2 GPa
in compression73, 75 or 0.15 GPa in tension76 along <111>. This measurement is the
first to be performed on a <111>-oriented Si nanowire, and due to the large range of
elastic stresses accessible in Si nanowires, it is the also the highest-stress measurement
of this relationship along <111> in Si.
4.1.4. Estimates of Measurement Uncertainty
Deflection of the load cell (proportional to stress) is measured using digital image
correlation (DIC) both on loading and unloading, such that we have two measurements
of stress for each increment. We observe no trends in the difference between the loading
and unloading stresses with load, and we observe no systematic difference that would
indicate that the wire or contacts plastically deform during collection of Raman data,
so the difference between the loading and unloading stresses was taken to be the error
on our measurements of stress. The mean difference across all stress measurements
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Figure 4.3: First-order Raman shift of the room temperature peak positions as a
function of stress as measured using the MEMS-based load cell. The dotted line
is the linear fit to this data and is in very good agreement with reports of this
relationship for bulk samples in both tension and compression. Inset: Comparison
between stress measured using the MEMS device and stress measured using Raman
and the previously-determined relationship between Raman shift and stress for <111>
bulk Si in tension (-3.7 cm−1 GPa−1, Ref. 76). The dashed line represents perfect
agreement between our stress measurement and the Raman-based stress measurement.
was 6 MPa (equivalent to strain ∼10−5).
We expect insignificant error in our stress or temperature measurement from
thermal expansion and associated stresses in the mechanically clamped nanowire.
Assuming the linear coefficient of thermal expansion for silicon is 2×10−6 K −1 and our
temperature excursions are no more than 80 K, the maximum thermal expansion we
would expect would be approximately 1 nm. Since our load cell has stiffness 44 N m−1,
this corresponds to 44 nN or 2 MPa of stress in the nanowire, corresponding to an
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Figure 4.4: The fits shown in Figure 3.5a with accompanying residuals. The RMS
values of the residuals for 0.27, 0.33, and 0.46 mW are 0.024, 0.028, and 0.025 cm−1,
respectively.
error in the Raman shift of 0.007 cm−1, a negligible error.
We estimate the error on our temperature measurement by examining the 95%
confidence intervals on the fits to each spectrum. The Lorentzian + Gaussian fits
yield mean error on the peak position values conservatively below 0.05 cm−1. The 95%
confidence error on the linear fit which yields the room temperature peak position
ωRT is also <0.05 cm
−1, so the error on ∆ω is therefore <0.1 cm−1. The error on our
determination of temperature is therefore <4 K.
Thermal conductivity and contact resistance were measured from the temperature
profiles with fitted curvature greater than 2.5 K µm−2, which typically yielded 95%
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confidence intervals on the fitting parameters within 20% of the mean values. The
residuals of these fits, shown in Figure 4.4, are consistent with the error on the peak
fits. Between 10 and 20 of the temperature profiles at each stress increment met this
requirement; the error bars on Figure 4.2 represent the standard deviation of the
resulting values of thermal conductivity using these profiles.
4.1.5. Defected Si Nanowires
The strain resulting from uniaxial tension is spatially uniform and thus affects
phonon behavior primarily through changes to frequencies and hence heat capacity
and group velocity. A contrasting view is that of strain incurred by lattice defects,
which produce spatially nonuniform strain fields in the form of large strain gradients
and may affect the phonon mean free path. One way to introduce a large density of
point and line defects is by way of displacement damage resulting from ion irradiation.
We examined the effect of a locally nonuniform state of strain by lightly irradiating
a 5 µm section in the center of wire 1 and a 4 µm section of a similarly-sized wire
(wire 2, d=175 nm) with a focused Ga+ ion beam (30 kV, 20,000× magnification, and
fluence 4 ions nm−2) at normal incidence and without rotation about the nanowire
axis. Although the precise temperature in the immediate sample environment during
irradiation was unknown, the microscope chamber and stage were held at room
temperature. Figure 4.5a shows a dark field transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image of wire 2 at the boundary between the irradiated and unirradiated regions, with
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a selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern from the irradiated region inset.
We observe a thin semi-shell (<25 nm) of partially-amorphized Si in the irradiated
region, but the majority of the wire remains crystalline (although defected as evidenced
by the SAED pattern which exhibits strong spots and very faint rings). There was no
overall change in diameter or surface roughness.
Wires 1 and 2 exhibited drops in thermal conductivity of approximately 92% and
94%, respectively, as a result of irradiation. Figure 4.5b demonstrates this pronounced
effect via the marked change in the relationship between laser power and peak position
(slope proportional to thermal resistance, as per Equation 3.1) for wire 2 before and
after irradiation. To verify that the apparent heating increases in the irradiated wires
were due to changes in thermal conductivity and not to changes in absorption or in
χT in the irradiated region, a third wire (wire 3, d=171 nm) was irradiated along a
1.5 µm length at the end of the nanowire such that all Raman measurements were
performed on the pristine section of the nanowire. Changes in the heating profile
for fixed laser intensity (Figure 4.5c) could then be attributed to changes in the
resistance of the irradiated length of the nanowire. Here, a drop of 71% in thermal
conductivity was observed for the irradiated section. The difference between the
thermal conductivities measured using the two irradiation geometries could be due
to small changes in absorption or χT in the irradiated region or due to changes in
contact resistance upon irradiation which we were unable measure in this experimental
geometry. Regardless, it is clear that the bulk of the apparent drop is due to a change
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in thermal conductivity within the irradiated region.
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Figure 4.5: Thermal conductivity of irradiated Si nanowires. a) Dark field TEM
image of the irradiated/unirradiated boundary of wire 2 using the (111) spot indicated
in SAED pattern from the irradiated region, inset. Scale bar represents 100 nm.
b) Raman shift as a function of incident laser intensity for wire 2 before (blue circles)
and after (red squares) ion irradiation. The slope of this curve is proportional to the
thermal resistance of the system. Measurements before and after irradiation were
performed on the same day and within the same session in order to eliminate errors
due to instrumental drift. c) Heating profiles for fixed laser intensity for wire 3 before
and after irradiating one end near a grip. d) Direct comparison of representative
Raman spectra from unirradiated and irradiated regions of wire 2 collected using the
same laser intensity and collection time. Any amorphous peaks are undetectable.
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We ascribe our decrease in thermal conductivity to the introduction of defects in
the form of vacancies and implanted ions150—and hence a locally nonuniform state
of strain—throughout the nanowire volume. Our Raman spectra from the irradiated
regions suggest more extensive disruption of the lattice than can be seen with TEM.
Compared to the perfectly crystalline case, the first-order Raman peak for Si which
has been disordered via either ion implantation151 or deposition conditions152 has
been observed to be of lower Raman shift, lower intensity, and broader linewidth. As
can be seen in Figure 4.5b, the room temperature peak position in the irradiated
region is 0.3 cm−1 lower than in the unirradiated region. Furthermore, the intensity
of the irradiated peak is lower by a factor of approximately 10 with no amorphous
peak, as shown in representative Raman spectra collected from wire 2 in the irradiated
and unirradiated regions within the same map (Figure 4.5d). Although difficult to
measure compared to the changes in intensity or position, we detect some (6-14%)
broadening in the irradiated regions beyond what would be expected with increasing
temperature. The lowered shifts and intensities and increased linewidths we observe
suggest phonon confinement with characteristic length scales smaller than the nanowire
diameter, akin to systems with large fractions of planar defects (e.g. grain boundaries)
such as nanocrystalline systems.153, 154 This interpretation is consistent with our
TEM and SAED results, which indicate that the vast majority of the irradiated
material maintains crystallinity, albeit with local disorder introduced via irradiation-
induced defects, leading to the large measured drop in thermal conductivity. We may
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exclude diameter and surface effects as causes of the dramatic lowering of thermal
conductivity since we observe no changes to the nanowire surface. The diameter
reduction of the crystalline core is also not sufficient to yield the observed >70% drops
by comparison with diameter-dependent studies,30, 31 and the RMS roughness of the
crystalline-amorphous interface was at most 1 nm greater than the surface roughness
of the unirradiated wire, insufficient to yield the observed drops by comparison with
systematic studies of roughness dependence.33, 34 A decrease in thermal conductivity
with irradiation is additionally consistent with experimental reports on irradiated
samples of bulk SiC155, 156 and microscale InN,157 for which the surface and diameter
effects prevalent at the nanoscale are negligible.
Our measurements suggest that the diminished thermal conductivity observed
in studies of rough Si nanowires may in fact be due in large part to core rather than
surface effects. Reports on the effect of surface roughness have all used metal-assisted
chemical etching,22, 30, 33–35 a process known to, depending on the concentrations of
the etchant components, lead to the formation of nanoporous nanowires.36, 37 It has
not been unequivocally demonstrated that the etched nanowires used in these surface
roughening studies did not also contain an increased concentration of atomic-scale pores
and vacancies (which would not be observable in conventional TEM) as compared
to pristine wires. Indeed, Raman spectra of etched Si nanowires with roughness
controlled by the etch time have been reported to exhibit broadening of the first-order
peak which increased with etch time,33 indicative of increasing lattice disorder. Recent
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MD simulations have examined Si nanowires with both surface roughness and core
defects and found that a combination of the two is necessary to achieve the thermal
conductivity decreases reported in the literature, with core defects responsible for the
majority of the reduction.38 Our measurement of a large drop in thermal conductivity
without a significant increase in surface roughness is consistent with this notion, and it
is clear that roughening approaches which do not modify the core must be developed
and utilized to isolate the effect of surface quality on thermal conductivity.
Taken as a whole, our measurements imply that local perturbations to the
crystalline lattice via core defects radically affect thermal transport in Si, whereas
small, uniform elastic strains do so weakly. The decrease in Si thermal conductivity
with uniform tensile strain arises from a reduction of phonon frequencies and hence
heat capacity and phonon velocity.42, 158 For the elastic strains achieved here (<0.9%),
the change in zone-center phonon frequency is relatively small (<1.1%, as seen from
our room temperature Raman shifts) and the effect on thermal conductivity is also
relatively small. This implies that uniaxial strain may be used to independently
tune electrical properties without strongly influencing thermal transport, a promising
indicator of the use of elastic strain engineering in applications benefiting from tunable
charge transport or optical properties. Irradiation has a more drastic effect on thermal
properties by significantly decreasing phonon scattering times due to defects, and for
nanoscale systems where strong boundary scattering is prevalent, the overall thermal
conductivity has been predicted to scale with vacancy volume fraction, φ, as 1/(1+aφb)
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where a and b are fitting parameters.159 Although point defects scatter phonons due
to the mass difference with the host lattice as well as the large strain gradients
around these defects,60 the strain field effect likely dominates over the mass-difference
effect.160, 161 For a single vacancy in Si, neighboring atoms may be displaced by as
much as 18%, with higher displacements associated with divacancies or interstitial
defects.66 Thus, we may ascribe the majority of the thermal conductivity reduction to
the large gradients in strain near point defects.
4.2. Si Micromeshes
Our previous finding that uniform strain affects thermal conductivity weakly, if
at all, whereas defects have a strong effect motivates the need for a means of tunably
applying heterogeneous states of strain in order to understand the effect of gradients
on phonon scattering. It would furthermore be useful to find ways of isolating the
strain gradient effect since the relative weights of the mechanisms behind phonon
scattering from defects (strain gradients, mass-difference, changes in interatomic
potential, interfaces, etc.) are not well studied in real systems. There are several
means by which heterogeneous strain may be reversibly applied to a nanostructure,
including bending or indenting within the elastic regime or straining a kinked nanowire
or a micromesh. The last of these is attractive since we may draw parallels between a
micromesh—a thin film containing pores which extend through the thickness—and a
defected system. Pores may be considered similar to vacancy clusters in that they
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are essentially missing atoms; however, the spatial extent of strain gradients near
these pores would be relatively low compared to the size of the pores. This is in
contrast to a vacancy cluster, where the volume of the distorted lattice is on the order
of the volume of missing atoms.162 Applying a far-field load to a micromesh creates
a heterogeneous state of strain such as that seen in Figure 4.6a, with varying strain
states and magnitudes within the same structure, with the largest gradients near the
holes, analogous to systems containing high vacancy concentrations. Although this
analogy is imperfect, measurements of micromesh thermal conductivity both with and
without strain may shed light on the relative importance of the mechanisms behind
vacancy scattering as well as provide another means of engineering materials thermal
conductivity.
4.2.1. Tensile Bar and Micromesh Fabrication
Free-standing Si tensile bars were fabricated in the device layer of commercially-
available (100) silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers with the axis along the <110>
direction. Dogbone patterns were created using photolithography and transferred
by reactive ion etching (RIE) in SF6. The oxide layer was then dissolved in an HF
bath so that the tensile bars detached from the wafer. The resulting tensile bars
were approximately 1.5-1.7 µm thick, 1 mm long in the straight part of the gauge
section, and 95 µm wide. A representative optical image of a tensile bar can be
seen in Figure 4.6b. Micromesh patterns spanning the width of the tensile bars and
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Figure 4.6: Strained Si micromeshes for reduced thermal conductivity. a) Finite-
element model demonstrating a complicated strain state achievable by applying a
uniaxial load to a micromesh structure. Only the center of a wide mesh is shown.
The colorbar is a linear scale; the strain state is self-similar for all applied loads up
to fracture. Strain at the edges of the pores is approximately 3× the far-field strain.
b) Optical image of a fully dense tensile bar fabricated by Dr. Brian Piccione at Penn.
c) SEM image of a FIB-milled mesh pattern.
approximately 80 µm along their length were created by FIB milling using Ga+ at
30 kV accelerating voltage and 20 nA beam currents. The patterns contained pores
1.9-2.1 µm in diameter with 4.9-5.1 µm spacing; the size and and spacing were guided
by the resolution of the ion beam at beam current practical for fabrication of these
patterns. A representative SEM image of a portion of the mesh may be seen in
Figure 4.6c.
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4.2.2. Uniformly Strained Si Films
Before testing tensile bars with the micromesh pattern, we developed a method of
applying strain to fully dense (i.e., without a mesh pattern) tensile bars and measuring
thermal conductivity. The device shown schematically in Figure 4.7a was used to
apply strain to the tensile bars. Si supports were attached to a PDMS strip measuring
approximately 1×4 cm using PDMS precursor and cured. The PDMS strip was
then placed in the device, which consists of two clamps which are free to slide in
one dimension on guide bars. Tensile bars were aligned parallel to the guide bars
and attached to the Si supports such that the tensile bars were suspended several
hundred microns above the PDMS. Strain was applied using a micrometer positioning
stage and then fixed using set screws. Although there is no load cell incorporated
in the device, elastic strain may be measured using shifts in the room temperature
peak position with strain, as in Section 4.1.3, and converted to stress using the bulk
Young’s modulus for <110> Si of 169 GPa. It is important to note that in applying
this method to the tensile bars, where strain is applied along the <110> direction, a
different relationship exists between stress and Raman shift from the <111>-oriented
nanowires, and the literature value of χσ was used.
76, 149 We additionally measured
strain by collecting optical images of a “dirty” region of the tensile bar containing
some surface debris at each strain increment and performing digital image correlation
(DIC) to determine strain. The Raman- and DIC-based methods were found to be in
excellent agreement (see Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.7: Thermal conductivity measurements of strained Si films. a) Top-down
schematic of device used to strain Si thin film tensile bars. The structure is suspended
above the PDMS strip by pieces of Si wafer. The PDMS is clamped at both ends, and
the entire device is pulled using a micrometer stage. Set screws fix the strain so that
the device can be placed under the objective of the Raman microscope. b) Example
of simulated temperature distribution in a laser heated fully dense tensile bar. c) The
simulated temperature rise at a 1 mW laser spot for various tensile bar thermal
conductivity values. d) Experimental temperature rises at the laser spot for various
absorbed laser powers for an unstrained tensile bar. The temperature corresponding
to 1 mW from the linear fit was compared to the simulation results seen in (c) in order
to calculate thermal conductivity. e) Thermal conductivity of a fully dense tensile bar
as a function of strain along the <110> direction. Horizontal error bars represent the
differences between the two strain measurement methods (Raman and DIC). The MD
prediction is for relative changes in thermal conductivity with strain in bulk Si from
Refs. 42, 158 and is in excellent agreement with our results.
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The more complicated geometry of the micromesh structures does not allow for
the direct application of the mathematical model used for quasi-1D systems. As such,
a model was developed using finite-element software (COMSOL Multiphysics, Heat
Transfer in Solids module) to calculate the temperature rise at the center of a fully
dense tensile bar (with or without a micromesh) for a given absorbed laser power, heat
transfer coefficient, and tensile bar geometry. The laser was treated as a cylindrical
heat source with diameter the same as the FWHM of the laser spot (570 nm). An
example of a calculated temperature distribution may be seen in Figure 4.7b. The
simulation was run for several values of the thermal conductivity; the predicted
average temperature rise for these values within the simulated laser spot (Figure 4.7c)
could then be compared to experimentally realized temperature rises (Figure 4.7d)
at the same absorbed laser power in order to determine thermal conductivity. When
applying this method to tensile bars containing micromeshes, the mesh was treated as
a separate material and the simulation was run sweeping over the micromesh thermal
conductivity, with the rest of the bar taking the thermal conductivity determined
from measurements of the fully dense tensile bar.
We found an unstrained, fully dense tensile bar of thickness 1.65±0.01 µm to have
room temperature thermal conductivity nearly identical to that of bulk Si, as would
be expected for a sample of this size.67, 133, 162 Up to 1% tensile strain was applied to
the tensile bar, and up to 8% decrease in thermal conductivity was observed. These
results are also as would be expected by comparison with our results on uniformly
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Figure 4.8: Raman shift of the room temperature peak positions as a function of
stress as measured using DIC on the “dirty” part of the tensile bar. The dotted
line is the linear fit to this data and is in very good agreement with reports of this
relationship for bulk samples. Inset: Comparison between stress measured using DIC
and stress measured using Raman and the previously-determined relationship between
Raman shift and stress for <110> bulk Si in tension (-2.0 cm−1 GPa−1, Ref. 76). The
dashed line represents perfect agreement between our stress measurement and the
Raman-based stress measurement.
strained nanowires and with recent MD simulations which predict a 6% decrease in
bulk Si thermal conductivity with 1% uniaxial tensile strain.42, 158 Although all of our
measurements are within the error bars (calculated based on the standard deviation
of the Raman shift), the trend toward decreasing thermal conductivity with tensile
strain seen in Figure 4.7e is clear and is consistent with theoretical predictions.
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4.2.3. Strained Si Micromeshes
We applied the piezothermography method used for fully dense Si to two
nominally-identical micromesh structures and measured thermal conductivity as a
function of far-field strain. The far-field strain was determined by collecting low-power
spectra away from the mesh, in the bulk-like part of the tensile bar. We were unable to
collect high quality images for performing DIC verification of strains for these samples,
but as we previously showed, Raman spectra alone are sufficient for determining
strain. We note that Raman spectra obtained from the etched sides of these meshes
are of considerably lower intensity than spectra collected from the unetched back
sides, indicating FIB damage as with the irradiated nanowires. Thermal conductivity
measurements were therefore performed using spectra from the back sides of the tensile
bars. We repeated our measurement procedure and performed finite-element modeling,
as in Section 4.2.2, in order to determine thermal conductivity of these meshes.
Unstrained micromeshes exhibited thermal conductivities of 20-21 W m−1 K−1.
This is approximately half what we’d expect by comparison with mesh structures of
roughly similar dimensions (4.5 µm thickness with 2.3 µm-diameter pores and 4 µm
spacing, fabricated by Song and Chen using deep reactive ion etching163), and we
attribute the difference to our use of the FIB to fabricate the pores. As we saw with the
fully dense tensile bars, the thickness of these films does not affect thermal conductivity.
We showed in Section 4.1.5 that for nanowires even small amounts of ion irradiation
can drastically affect thermal transport, and the high beam currents (20 nA) and
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long etch times (>20 minutes) needed to create these meshes will inevitably damage
the remaining Si. Our measurements probe the total thermal conductivity of the
system, which we have treated as consisting of pristine Si, but in reality our system
is a gradient of FIB-damaged Si, from nearly amorphous on the etched surface to
pristine on the back side, though the shape of this gradient and the thickness of the
damaged region is unknown. It is therefore not surprising that we measure lower
thermal conductivity than expected by comparison to similar films fabricated using
cleaner methods. However, since we are interested primarily in changes in thermal
conductivity with strain (i.e., ∆κ/κ), the FIB damage and resulting reduced thermal
conductivity is acceptable.
We observed measurably nonuniform strains within the mesh region for far-field
strains above 0.08% and up to 0.32%, after which the tensile bars fractured. The strain
patterns were self-similar at all strains, and an example may be seen in Figure 4.9a for
0.32% far-field strain. The strains in the center of a ligament along the direction of
applied load (dashed line in Figure 4.9a) are shown in Figure 4.9b for far-field strains
of 0.32% and 0.10%. Both sets of data are fit to sinusoidal curves with the same period
and goodness of fit; they differ in amplitude and offset only. The measured strains
exhibit good agreement with the theoretically predicted strains shown in Figure 4.6a,
with the highest strain at the edges of the pores perpendicular to the direction of
applied strain and nearly zero strain between pores parallel to the direction of applied
strain. Spectra obtained from inside the pores had negligible Si Raman peak intensity
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and may be disregarded.
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Figure 4.9: Thermal conductivity measurements of strained Si micromeshes. a) Nonuni-
form strains in a mesh with far-field strain 0.32% as measured by Raman spectroscopy.
Strains in the pores are artifacts of the spectral fitting procedure—Si Raman signals
from those regions were negligibly low. b) Strains along the centers of the ligaments
parallel to the direction of loading (dashed line in (a)) for two strain increments.
Both profiles are sinusoidal with the same period. c) Thermal conductivities of two
nominally identical Si micromeshes as a function of far-field (in the bulk part of the
tensile bar) strain. From the slope of the linear fit we predict a 4.8% decrease in
thermal conductivity for each 0.1% of applied far-field strain. The expected thermal
conductivity for a bulk-like strain dependence is shown in red.
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We observed decreasing thermal conductivity in the two nominally identical Si
micromeshes with increasing far-field strain—equivalently, increasing strain gradients
within the mesh—far beyond what we observed for uniformly strained Si, as seen
in Figure 4.9c. The linear fit to these data suggests a 4.8% decrease in thermal
conductivity for every 0.1% applied far-field strain. The maximum strain in the mesh,
at the edges of the pores, is about 3× the far-field strain, so this is equivalent to a
1.6% decrease in thermal conductivity for every 0.1% increase in the maximum strain
in the mesh. For the fully dense tensile bars, we observed just 0.8% decrease for
every 0.1% applied strain, a far smaller change than what we measure in the meshes.
We confirmed that no permanent deformation such as defects or microcracks was
responsible for the decrease in thermal conductivity at least up to 0.15% far-field strain,
since thermal conductivity recovered upon unloading (we were unable to perform
unloading tests beyond 0.15% due to sample failure). These results therefore show
that heterogeneous strain is a far more effective modifier of thermal conductivity
than uniaxial strain, since the changes in thermal conductivity in strained meshes
outpace the changes in thermal conductivity for uniaxially strained systems. We note
that we could expect the effect to be stronger in heterogeneously strained materials
not containing a high defect concentration, as ours do due to the use of FIB milling,
since the phonon scattering time in our unstrained system is already low. It would
also be stronger in nanostructured Si or other materials, e.g. graphene, which can
accomodate more strain, since our samples fractured at maximum strain ∼1% in the
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mesh, consistent with the fracture strain of the bulk-like Si thin films studied earlier.
Thorough simulations will need to be performed in order to fully understand these
results, and to our knowledge strain fields which vary over such long distances or do not
arise from some defect have not been studied. In general, it has been known since the
1950s that the decrease in thermal conductivity in defected systems (e.g. vacancies,
dislocations, grain boundaries) arises in part from the introduction of structural
disorder and subsequent breaking of lattice symmetry, as well as spatially-varying
interatomic force constants. These increase vibrational anharmonicity and hence
phonon scattering, reducing the phonon scattering time τ .60–62, 164–166 More recently,
simulations by Meng et al. demonstrated that the magnitude and spatial extent of the
interfacial strain field between two different crystals partly determines the scattering
rate with a strong dependence on phonon wavelength—phonons with wavelength
shorter than the thickness of the strained region are more likely to scatter.167 This may
help explain why we observe decreases in thermal conductivity without introducing
smaller length scales. A similar study incorporating the full strain tensor and phonon
dispersion could shed light on our findings as well as allow for an optimization of the
mesh pattern for tuning thermal conductivity.
4.3. Conclusions
We have measured the effect of both globally homogeneous and locally nonuniform
strain on thermal conductivity in single Si nano- and microstructures using Raman
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piezothermography. Up to 1.7 GPa of unixial tensile stress was applied to a <111>
Si nanowire, and spatially resolved maps of Raman spectra at several laser powers
were used to decouple the effects of strain and temperature in order to calculate
thermal conductivity. A weak strain effect on thermal conductivity was observed for
these uniaxially strained nanowires, but when core defects and thus nonuniform states
of strain were introduced via Ga+ irradiation, near-order-of-magnitude decreases in
thermal conductivity were realized. Our results also show that thermal conductivity
decreases in nanowires previously attributed to surface roughness may in fact be due
to core defects created during the fabrication of roughened nanowires.
A large portion of the phonon scattering from point defects is believed to be due to
enhanced phonon scattering from the large strain gradients surrounding these defects,
but decoupling this mechanisms from others, such as mass-difference scattering, is
experimentally quite challenging. To address this, we developed a means of isolating the
effect of strain gradients from other effects by applying elastic, heterogeneous strain—
namely, by straining a Si micromesh. After verifying that the method developed
for nanowires could be adapted to thin film-type structures by measuring thermal
conductivity of a bulk-like film under strain, we applied the method to a micromesh
structure. We found we could reduce the thermal conductivity of the micromesh by up
to 15% before fracture, far outpacing the reductions we achieved in bulk-like films due
to increased phonon scattering by strain gradients. Although the sizes and periods
of the strain gradients achieved in the micromeshes differ widely from the gradients
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near vacancies, dislocations, interfaces, or grain boundaries, this is, to our knowledge,
the first experiment to isolate the role of strain gradients in phonon scattering in
crystals, with important implications for the understanding of phonon scattering
mechanisms from defects. These experiments also suggest a variety of new, previously
unexplored directions for controlling thermal conductivity by using heterogeneously
strained structures to improve thermoelectric properties or design thermal transistors,
rectifiers, or adaptive barriers. Some of these new directions will be discussed further
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Prospectives
In this dissertation, we have described uniaxial tensile testing of nanowires,
with particular attention paid to the compliance of the clamps typically used in
nanomechanical testing. We then combined our tensile testing method with a novel
method of measuring thermal conductivity of strained Si nanowires using Raman
spectroscopy. We extended this method to irradiated Si nanowires, Si thin films, and
Si micromeshes. We found uniform, uniaxial strain to have little effect on thermal
transport within the ranges of strain we were able to apply (see Figure 5.1), but
nonuniform strain applied via the introduction of vacancies, in the case of nanowires,
or in strained micromeshes led to more significant decreases–up to 75% and 15%,
respectively–in thermal conductivity. This implies that the uniform strain effects
on thermal conductivity via changes in heat capacity and phonon velocity are much
weaker than the effect of enhanced phonon scattering from strain gradients. The novel
methods presented here will allow for a wide array of measurements on other systems,
and our results suggest several interesting new directions in materials research, some
of which we describe below.
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Figure 5.1: Thermal conductivity of strained Si nanowires and thin films. The MD
prediction is for relative changes in thermal conductivity with strain in bulk Si from
Refs. 42, 158.
5.1. Si Nanomeshes
We have demonstrated that thermal conductivity of a Si micromesh may be
decreased by over 15% with the application of strain due to the presence of large strain
gradients, but additional experiments as well as more robust simulations and theory
will be needed to understand the effects of strain gradients on thermal transport. Our
approach has several limitations which should be addressed. First, since we have
used bulk-like Si with all critical dimensions >1µm, the system exhibits bulk-like
fracture strength. Far-field strains only up to 0.32% (maximum ∼0.9% in the mesh)
were achievable before the system failed, and these low strains limit the range of
attainable thermal conductivities. Second, our use of the FIB complicates any effort
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to quantitatively describe the strain gradient effect, since the extent of the ion damage
is unknown. Strain gradients may furthermore affect the more heavily FIB-damaged
regions of the mesh differently than the pristine regions. Lastly, we would expect
thermal conductivity to be fairly anisotropic in a mesh structure, but our experimental
setup necessitates the assumption of isotropy.
Many of the limitations described above could be overcome by instead using
a Si nanomesh structure fabricated not with the FIB but with deep reactive ion
etching (DRIE) so that a pristine crystal structure would be maintained throughout
the mesh thickness. Patterns could be created and transferred following recents
methods of nanomesh fabrication using photolithography163 or e-beam lithography.168
Using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers with thinner device layers or creating meshes
with thinner ligaments between pores would allow for exploitation of the well-known
increase in fracture strain observed in nanoscale Si. Since the spot size of a typical
Raman laser is on the order of 100s of nm, it would be difficult to map gradients as
we did in Figure 4.9a. However, if a large gradient exists over the laser spot size, the
Raman peak will broaden as the laser simultaneously samples from regions of high
and low strain. This may serve as a useful metric of strain gradient when mapping
the spatially varying peak position becomes untenable. In order to explore the effect
of anisotropy, it would be useful to rotate the pattern by 45◦ as in Figure 5.2. Other
patterns (e.g. hexagonal packing) or pore shapes (e.g. squares or fins) could also be
fabricated in order to vary the gradients and optimize the range of available thermal
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Figure 5.2: Pattern rotation for exploring anisotropy in Si nanomeshes. This rotation
effectively moves the heat sinks so that thermal conductivity along different directions
may be probed.
conductivities.
Although we expect our decreases in thermal conductivity with nonuniform strain
to arise from increased rates of phonon-phonon (Umklapp) scattering, further steps
should be taken to prove this is the case. If it is the primary mechanism, there should
be a stronger temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in heterogeneously
strained systems due to changes in phonon population with temperature and hence
changes in phonon-phonon scattering rate (see, e.g., Equation 1.17, Ref. 39, or the
review by Berman169). The experimental setup could be adapted for a cryostat and the
experiment repeated for both strained and unstrained meshes at various temperatures.
A change in the thermal conductivity dependence on temperature (e.g. the slope of
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κ(T )) between strained and unstrained meshes would indicate changes in rates of
phonon-phonon scattering. We note that attempting to raise temperature by increasing
laser power would only do so locally and would be insufficient for determining the
overall thermal conductivity of the mesh. Care should also be taken to avoid changes
in strain due to thermal expansion or contraction when performing these tests away
from room temperature.
5.2. Other Materials for Tunable Thermal Conductivity
Aside from stress applied to meshes, other opportunities exist for applying
controlled, reversible, nonuniform strains in order to more thoroughly understand
the effect of gradients on thermal transport. The simplest nonuniform strain state is
that of a constant gradient, which could be achieved by applying uniaxial strain to
a structure of constantly varying cross-sectional area. Greil et al.170 demonstrated
this by straining a tapered Ge nanowire, using Raman to verify the constant gradient.
Thermal conductivity measurements on a similar structure would best isolate the
effect of strain gradients in controlling transport. Conversely, bending or buckling of
straight nanowires will create strain gradients in the direction perpendicular to the
nanowire axis. More complicated strain gradients may be achieved in more complicated
structures. For instance, several groups have recently synthesized kinked Si,171, 172
Ge,171, 173 CdS,171 and ZnO174, 175 nanowires. Pulling a kinked nanowire in tension
will result in stress concentrations—and hence large strain gradients—near the kinks,
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which we expect would decrease their thermal conductivity. Two-dimensional systems
present further opportunities, in part due to their ability to accomodate large elastic
strains176 and in part due to the availibility of more complicated strain states. For
instance, twisting should decrease thermal conductivity of graphene.177
5.3. Further Applications of Raman Piezothermography
We expect the method presented here to be widely applicable for characterizing
the thermal and phononic behavior of any Raman-active system which may be laser-
heated. Determination of the room temperature peak position makes the method
particularly useful when the positions of peaks in the Raman spectrum do not exactly
correspond to the bulk due to not only strain but nanostructuring, doping, or defects.
Attractive candidates for Raman piezothermography should have strong Raman signals
in order to minimize collection time, since long collection times can often make mapping
difficult due to sample or microscope drift. The dependence of the Raman peak on
temperature would also need to be constant with strain; highly nonlinear elastic
materials should be approached with care. Isolated, non-overlapping peaks will also
allow for more accurate determination of relative shifts. Selected materials which meet
these criteria and should also show a strain dependence of thermal conductivity are
described below.
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5.3.1. Graphene
Perhaps the most natural extension of Raman piezothermography is to graphene,
the first nanomaterial studied with Raman thermography.122, 123 Like 1D systems,
graphene may accommodate far more strain prior to fracture than its bulk counterpart,
graphite. For instance, the uniaxial tensile strength of graphene has been demonstrated
to be over 100 GPa or 10% strain,178 meaning that there is a very large range of elastic
strain over which to tune properties. The Raman spectra of graphene under strain
have also been well-characterized.176, 179–183 Graphene should furthermore exhibit a
large decrease in thermal conductivity with tensile strain, as evidenced by many
recent simulations,42, 177, 184–189 due to rippling and changes in phonon dispersion and
density of states. Graphene exhibits some measurable nonlinear elastic behavior,190
which for Raman piezothermography purposes would have to be accounted for at high
strains, but this should manifest as more drastic decreases in thermal conductivity
with strain. The experimental setup shown in Figure 4.7 could be directly adapted by
exchanging the PDMS support with graphene supported by some flexible substrate,
as was recently achieved by Bisset et al.182 with both PMMA and PDMS in order
to study the effect of grain boundaries on the Raman spectra of uniaxially strained
graphene, or by Wang et al. with polyimide supports.191 For thermal studies, it would
be necessary to fabricate a hole or indentation in the support, so that the region of
the graphene under investigation would be suspended. Alternatively, a dry transfer
method such as that used by Zhang et al.192 could be used to place a flake of graphene
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across the grips of a MEMS-based or push-to-pull style tensile testing device. Such a
study would be valuable for understanding and controlling the thermal behavior of
graphene-based flexible devices193, 194 as well as for validating theoretical predictions.
5.3.2. Piezoresistive Systems
Our measurements represent equilibrium values and thus probe the total thermal
conductivity (κtotal), which includes contributions from both charge carriers (κe) and
the lattice (κl), as per Equation 1.6. Room temperature, undoped Si has κe on the
order of 1 nW m−1 K−1, whereas κtotal=150 W m
−1 K−1,39 but systems with very low
thermal conductivity and highly strain-sensitive electrical conductivity may exhibit
a more significant effect. SiGe nanowires are a good example of this: their thermal
conductivity is nearly an order of magnitude lower than single-crystal Si nanowires of
the same size195, but they have piezoresistive gauge factors several times that of Si,196
making them a potentially interesting avenue of research.
5.4. Size Dependence of the Heat Transfer Coefficient
Nanowires have been proposed as a useful system for rapidly transferring heat be-
tween solids and liquids or gases due to their high surface-to-volume ratio and enhanced
heat transfer coefficients.197 The degree of thermal transfer from a nanostructure to a
surrounding medium is also of interest for device cooling,198 thermoelectric,199 and
solar thermal147 applications. Furthermore, the value of the heat transfer coefficient
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is needed in order to measure thermal conductivity in air using any method, not just
the one described here. These measurements are far easier in ambient conditions
than at low pressure (where it may be assumed that h ∼ 0) in that they require
less experimental consideration for sample stability in vacuum or of the size of a
vacuum chamber. At the macroscale, the diameter dependence of the heat transfer
coefficient is well-understood using continuum models, but this relation breaks down
when sample size approaches the mean free path of air molecules (67 nm, Ref. 146).
Models for nanoscale spheres147 and cylinders144, 145 have been developed, and some
experimental studies have been performed for nano- and microwires,143, 145, 200 but a
comprehensive, experimentally-verified model over a wide range of nanowire diameters
has not been produced. Moreover, all of these reports relied on an assumed value
of the wire’s thermal conductivity. This is particularly troubling since, as we saw in
Section 4.1.5, small numbers of defects can have a large effect, as can other aspects of
the system such as grain boundaries or surface roughness, none of which were charac-
terized. The method of simultaneously determining thermal conductivity and the heat
transfer coefficient by performing the same measurement on the same nanowire with
different clamp geometries as described in Section 3.2.6 is unique in that it allows
measurement of the heat transfer coefficient without the need for prior knowledge of
the nanowire’s thermal conductivity. We therefore propose a systematic, diameter-
and shape-dependent study of nanoscale heat transfer to air at atmospheric pressure
using this method. The dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the mean free
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path and heat capacity of air could furthermore be explored by varying pressure or
gas species. Such a study would be valuable for a wide variety of applications as well
as enabling deeper understanding of thermal transport across interfaces.
5.5. Strain Effects on Seebeck Coefficient
As discussed in Chapter 1, nanostructured Si has thermoelectric efficiency orders
of magnitude higher than bulk, largely due to changes in thermal conductivity. The
thermoelectric figure of merit ZT (Equation 1.1) depends on electrical conductivity,
thermal conductivity, and Seebeck coefficient (S = −(∆V/∆T )|I=0). Electrical
conductivity is known to be highly sensitive to strain (see, e.g., Refs. 11, 18–20, 104,
201, 202), whereas thermal conductivity is relatively insensitive to uniform strain and
sensitive to nonuniform strain, as we have shown. However, no experiments have
been performed examining the effect of strain on Seebeck coefficient, despite several
simulations showing that, with proper choice of doping and orientation, strain can
improve it in many materials.203–207 Such experiments could be tackled by integrating
the microfabricated devices used for static Seebeck coefficient measurements21, 22 with a
MEMS-based tensile testing device such as the one used here. Alternatively, the heaters,
thermometers, and leads used for those measurements could be directly fabricated onto
the tensile bars discussed in Chapter 4. If photocurrents can be decoupled or neglected,
one could also potentially use a device for measuring piezoresistivity (MEMS-based11
or otherwise104) with a Raman laser as the heat source and thermometer.
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5.6. Mechanical Behavior of GeTe Nanowires
Our finding that GeTe nanowires undergo Lüders-like transformations under
strain presents more questions than answers, particularly since no theoretical studies of
the mechanical properties of GeTe have previously been performed to which we could
compare. As GeTe is also a candidate for phase change memory applications,208 it is
particularly interesting that mechanical stress can be used to change the structure, and
it is particularly important that its effects are understood in order to incorporate these
materials in real devices. First, it will be necessary to perform force- or displacement-
controlled measurements, as the compliance of the MEMS-based load cell used likely
resulted in the stepped nature of the transformation observed in our experiments.
High resolution in situ TEM, selected area electron diffraction (SAED), or electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements will also be needed to understand the
phase transformation, as our measurements shed no light on whether the transform is
between orientations or between different structures. Either of these prospects would
present an opportunity to study the thermal or electrical conductivity dependence on
either crystal orientation or structure, as well.
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Appendix
Raman Thermography on the NT-
MDT NTEGRA System at Penn
This Appendix describes the steps I take when performing Raman thermography
or piezothermography on the NT-MDT system at Penn. Most of the settings given
here were arrived at over years of trial and error; there is little that is arbitrary. I
have attempted to provide brief reasons for everything so that if something with
the system changes, future students will have an idea whether the procedure needs
adjusting or not. I’ve written this Appendix for a user who has been fully trained on
the Raman system, but doesnt have much experience with it. This document is in no
way meant to replace the official tool training, as the training will naturally be more
up-to-date than this document. The Miscellaneous Notes at the end of the document
are important—read through everything before you start.
I assume that the green (532 nm) laser is being used, since thats what I’ve used
and thats the wavelength we used for the absorption calculations. If use of the red
(660 nm) laser becomes necessary, or if yet another laser is installed, laser-specific
settings as well absorption calculations will need to be changed. The spot size will
also be slightly different, so you will want to remeasure that as well.
A.1. Startup and Laser Calibration
1. Turn on the system power strip, slave controller (even though you will not use
the slave—it keeps the laser in fixed position), and upright controller. Turn on
the CDA to float the air table.
2. If youre going to be doing a lot of measurements, restart the computer. It can
start to run very, very slowly after a long session otherwise.
3. Run the full pre-start procedure for the Nova Upright.
4. Put the sample chamber on–this will greatly reduce thermal drift and protect
your sample from the wind coming out of the vent directly over it. To do this,
you will have to remove the objective head, unplug it, put the chamber on, then
plug the head back in. Leave the head off for now.
5. On the very top toolbar, select Tools → Nova Power Script → Script Panel. On
the next toolbar down, a button will appear for the 532 Edge script. Click it,
and it will set up almost everything specific to the 532 nm laser with the edge
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filter. It will ask what Raman shift you want, just click OK. When it asks if
you want to open the shutter, this is for the laser, so select Cancel.
6. Turn on the power strip for the 532 nm laser after you’ve run the 532 Edge (or
Notch, if you like) script and you’re sure all the filters for the 532 are in place.
This is so you don’t accidentally burn the CCD.
7. Turn off the positioning laser (this button on the top toolbar should be unselected:
). You don’t need this and it will mess up the power measurements if it’s
on.
8. Change “Bias Voltage” to “PMT”, then set it to roughly 400-500 V, though this
will largely depend on what youre looking at and your laser power. You don’t
want to saturate the PMT but you do want a high enough voltage that you get
good contrast.
9. Select the Spectra button.
(a) On the Andor CCD tab, set the cooler to -60◦C.
(b) Make sure the Laser box is set to 532 and not 660.
(c) Make sure you have shift speed V: 4.876, H: 0.05 (these generally shouldn’t
change).
(d) Select the Options button and make sure Flipping is unchecked. Otherwise
your spectra will be reversed. Set Output Amplifier to EMCCD and
Preamplifier Gain to 4. Set EMCCD gain to whatever works for you—I
use 100-150. These settings will control your signal and noise intensities.
Click Save All Parameters when youre done and close the window.
(e) Select Full Spectrum Recording since you want your maps to contain full
spectra.
(f) Make sure Crop Mode (next to the Width box) is unchecked, otherwise
you might not see anything.
10. On the Nano30 window:
(a) Select the Excitation tab. Set the half wave plate to 532 nm, then click the
arrow pointing to the right and make sure Half Wave Plate (not Half Wave
Plate Change) is set to 950. This will polarize your incident light in the
y-direction of the maps (i.e., parallel to the short edge of the air table). I
usually want the light polarized along the direction of strain—if you decide
to strain along x, or if you want the light polarized perpendicular to the
applied strain along y, set Half Wave Plate to 50.
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(b) Select the Spectrometer tab. Open the Shutter (allows for light to hit the
CCD). Set Grating to 1800/500 (highest resolution/smallest band standard
grating—for higher resolution switch to Echelle but your signal will be very
weak). Set Wavelength to 547 nm. Click Set All and then wait about 5
minutes while it changes the grating (if it needs to change the grating).
The wavelength will end up at like 547.0002nm, that’s fine. If it doesn’t,
use the left and right arrows next to the wavelength to get there. This will
center the Si Raman spectrum; if you’re doing another material, change
the wavelength.
11. Once the laser has been on for 20-30 minutes, you can start calibrating:
(a) The power meter lives in the optics lab on the other side of the curtain,
but the sensor is in a small pinkish baggie in the black tool chest. Unscrew
the tube-like collar from the sensor and put a strip of double-sided carbon
tape on the bottom.
(b) Remove the objective head if you haven’t already, lower the sample stage
as far as it will go, place the sensor on top of the ring which protects the
piezo stage, and replace the objective head.
(c) Make sure the flywheel is set to 100%.
(d) You cannot get accurate power measurements if the laser is focused on
the sensor, and moreover you run the risk of burning the anti-reflective
coating—it cannot take such high power density. The NA of the objective
is 0.7 (we measured 570 nm FWHM spot size, right where it should be),
so the sensor should be lowered ∼1 mm from focused to get a 1-2 mm
spot size. With the laser off, raise the stage to get the sensor closer to the
objective, then use the manual x- and y-translation of the stage to center
the sensor as best you can. Then, height-wise, you want it so you can just
see a sliver of space between the bottom of the objective and the top of
the sensor. You’ll really need a flashlight to see this.
(e) Put a USB stick into the power meter. Select the button to the left of
the “?” button and make sure the wavelength is set to 532 nm. On the
Trend screen, select Create File and name your file. Select File Manager
and make sure you’re in your USB stick. Make sure the Duration is set to
something longer than your calibration (I use 1.5 hours), and if not, select
Trend Setup and increase it.
(f) With the laser off, push the Zero button on the meter.
(g) The powers you choose should depend on the sample. Get a feel for what
ND filters will yield what powers (this will change day to day, so do it
every time! ) before you start.
(h) Set up a calibration table to record what ND filter you used, what time
you changed it, and roughly the settled power. Always return to the first
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ND filter you used, to check that power is not slowly drifting. Six to ten
different values should be enough to create a calibration curve. Don’t vary
ND value monotonically—you want to jump around.
(i) Turn the laser shutter off, start recording, then turn the laser shutter on.
Change ND filter when the power settles. This should take at least 2
minutes, sometimes more.
(j) When done, hit stop, turn off the power meter, remove your USB stick.
A.2. MEMS-Based Nanowire Testing
For testing nanowires mounted on a MEMS-based tensile testing device on a
ceramic dual inline package (cerDIP), follow this procedure. For thin films mounted
on stretchers, skip to the next section.
1. Select Tools → Calibrations → Load Cailbrations and choose Kate.par. I did
some piezo-stage calibrations in August 2013 (Instruction manual—not Reference
manual—chapter 7) and this should take care of the weird feedback in the stage.
Then go to Tools→ Calibrations→ Change Calibrations and change the sample
height to 10 mm. If it seems that your programmed scan size doesn’t match
reality, play around with this quantity. It affects how the piezo stage moves, so
if its off you’ll be measuring the wrong distances in the x-y plane.
2. Attach one magnetic chuck to the bottom of the cerDIP with a little bit of
carbon tape.
3. To make leads, use ∼1 foot regular copper-core electrical wires. With a wire
stripper, take ∼4 inches of coating off one end, isolate a single copper strand,
and cut off the rest. Take that single wire and gently wrap it around the end of
a sharp tweezer to make a loop. Strip ∼1/2 inch off the other end. Repeat so
you have at least 2 leads. The use of the thin leads is to minimize drift and the
piezo-stage skipping.
4. Put the loops you made at the end of the single strands and place them on the
appropriate legs of the cerDIP to make electrical connections to the actuator.
Put a small piece of tape at the bottom of the legs to prevent the loops from
slipping off or shorting.
5. Make sure the Keithley 2636A is connected to the laptop via the LAN. Turn it
on before you attach any leads to the device—when it turns on, it will put out a
test current which can fry your device.
6. Connect leads to the Keithley 2636A, either channel. If using the CINT tensile
stage, the resistance across the actuator should be 600-800 Ω.
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7. Put 2 magnetic chucks on the stage, and the cerDIP on top (so 3 total magnetic
chucks), roughly aligned as you want it. I usually mount the cerDIP so that its
long axis is along the y-direction, as is the wire. Now you need to minimize the
strain on the thin leads so they don’t cause any drift. To do this, I usually put
a piece of masking tape down on the front part of the translational stage and
tape the lead right where you cut the rest of the copper strands there. I put the
other lead around the left side, taped near the base of the objective head.
8. On the additional operations page (this button: ) select Scheme, then click
the Z button and set the z-height to near the center of the range. Later this will
allow you to perform fine focusing. Then raise the stage so the wire is focused
and roughly aligned along the y-direction (or x-direction, if that’s what you
want, but here I assume you’re using y).
9. If the wire is aligned along y, you’ll want to set the scan to go column-wise rather
than row-wise. Between the Run and Scan Size buttons on the Scan (Master)
tab, set it for Fast Y, Slow X.
10. Your life will be much easier if you get the wire as well-aligned with the y-
direction of the stage as possible. Use the PMT to make maps of the wire region
at relatively low powers (∼100 µW). I usually first make a large map (large
step size), then try to only scan in the wire gauge section in order to minimize
exposure of the EBID to the laser. Use the focus knob to maximize the PMT
signal you get from the wire itself. Rotate the cerDIP until the wire is squarely
aligned. Dont rely on the optical camera, since it’s usually off by a few degrees,
and when using the PMT only use the Master scanner—do not use the slave!
Take slave scans of a flat Si wafer and fit the spectra if you want to see why.
11. Choose an appropriate collection time and power, center the laser on the wire,
and use Live Mode and the Z-scanner on the Scheme tab to maximize Raman
signal. Don’t rely on the PMT for this, sometimes it gets pretty out of focus.
12. Make Raman maps along and across the nanowire using 5+ different laser
intensities (via the ND filter), varied non-monotonically (this is so if there’s
systematic drift in your peak position, you’ll catch it). Under “Select Signals”
you want both CCD and Ext2 or PMT, so you have reflectivity as well as Raman.
I usually choose my step size to balance the diameter of the nanowire (you
want your step less than the diameter, so you know youre not just measuring
on either side) with time to make a map. 100 nm works well for the Sigma
Aldrich nanowires (d=170-180 nm), but if youre down to 80 nm you might want
to decrease the step size. Of course, this means youll need more points along the
nanowire, which may become prohibitively time consuming. Its a balance. You
can stop the scan as soon as it’s clear you’ve scanned the entire wire (signal has
mostly disappeared)—after that you’re just collecting spectra from empty space.
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13. For straining, turn the flywheel to “None” and turn the light on, then focus
where you want to do your strain or load measurements. Set up the image
software to take a series by right-clicking on the screen, selecting settings, then
snapshot. Choose your folder and your file name, set it to 100 images (this is
the max, and you can always stop it if you want less), and some time increment.
Make sure you’ll have enough time to capture images for the entire straining
period.
14. Strain using the Keithley for CINT LabView program. Under “My Stuff” theres
a program called “CINT Actuation Click to Continue.” This will stop the
actuator and hold it so you can make your measurements. The code is written
as if you wanted to pull, hold, pull, hold, pull, hold, etc., but really you should
do pull, hold, unload (so you can see if you have any relaxations, as well as get
2 measurements of stress from the load cell rather than just the one). So, set
the increment to the same as the max.
15. Start collecting images, and when you have ∼5 or so, start running the program
and click OK until the voltage starts increasing. Use the Z-scanner to keep
everything in focus if it’s drifting. When the actuator voltage stops increasing,
let the image software collect a few more images, then stop them.
16. Repeat the Raman measurements for the strained wire, then repeat the image
collection while you unload.
A.3. Thin Film Testing on a Stretcher
1. The best way to get to the unstrained state is to buckle the tensile bar, then
unbuckle it under an optical microscope in backscatter configuration. When the
bar is straight, it will look like it’s lighting up when it’s reflecting light straight
back into the objective. When carrying the stretcher around I usually try to
make sure the bar is buckled so that a slight jostle won’t break it, though, so it’s
useful to get to unstrained, then buckle a set amount, then reverse that amount
in the Raman room. Overall, it’s better to do your first measurements slightly
buckled, then unbuckled, then strained, than it is to do your first measurements
strained and not have an unstrained reference.
2. In the Nova software, select Tools → Calibrations → Load Cailbrations and
choose Kate-stretcher.par. I did some piezo-stage calibrations in August 2014
(Instruction manual—not Reference manual—chapter 7) and this should take
care of the weird feedback in the stage. Then go to Tools → Calibrations →
Change Calibrations and change the sample height to 13 mm. If it seems that
your programmed scan size doesn’t match reality, play around with this quantity.
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It affects how the piezo stage moves, so if its off you’ll be measuring the wrong
distances in the x-y plane.
3. Attach one magnetic chuck to the bottom of a glass slide with a little bit of
carbon tape, and place another chuck on the stage. Put the glass+chuck on top
of this chuck (this is so you can rotate the glass slide), and place the stretcher
on top of that, with the bar aligned along y.
4. Get the tensile bar as well-aligned with the y-direction of the stage as possible.
Use the PMT to make maps near some feature which you can align (e.g., a mesh
or the edge of the tensile bar), and rotate the sample using the glass slide until
your PMT maps are square. Dont rely on the optical camera, since it’s usually
off by a few degrees, and when using the PMT only use the Master scanner—do
not use the slave! Take slave scans of a flat Si wafer and fit the spectra if you
want to see why.
5. Choose an appropriate collection time and power, then use Live Mode and the
Z-scanner on the Scheme tab to maximize Raman signal. Don’t rely on the
PMT for this, sometimes it gets pretty out of focus.
6. Make Raman maps using several different laser intensities (via the ND filter),
varied non-monotonically (this is so if there’s systematic drift in your peak
position, you’ll catch it). Under “Select Signals” you want both CCD and Ext2
or PMT, so you have reflectivity as well as Raman. I’ve found Raman maps
greater than about 30um in size suffer from changes in focus at the edges, which
give changes in heating and peak intensity, so try not to make any really big
maps. For thin films I try to use at least 6 or 7 different powers, since you dont
get the “off-axis” spectra like you do with nanowires which effectively increases
the number of powers. Vary laser power using the ND filter non-monotonically
(this is so if there’s systematic drift in your peak position, you’ll catch it). Step
size will depend on whether you need spatial information. For nanomeshes, this
will depend on ligament/hole size. For our FIB milled nanomeshes with ∼2 µm
holes and ∼3 µm ligaments, I found 0.5-1 µm step is fine, with minimum map
size enough to cover at least one unit cell of the mesh, preferably more.
7. Strain manually. If you can line up a dirty part of the tensile bar or the mesh
itself nearly the same way at each strain increment, take a single snapshot using
the video software and then do DIC later. Do your best to make sure the images
are as close to the same location as possible.
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A.4. Saving Data and Shutting Down
1. When you have all the maps you want, on the Data tab I usually rename each
good map after its ND filter, then delete everything else. Save the *.mdt file
after each strain increment!
2. When making nanowire measurements, if you’re not using the entire square map,
on the Data tab select the map, then click the Select Region button: , put a
box around your good data, then click “Cropping.” This will create another,
rectangular-shaped map, which you should export instead of the square map
with all that dead space.
3. To export, on the Data tab select the map you want, then click the export
button: and select Matlab *.m file. You should name your files with the
format PREFIX###.m so you can fit them in Matlab later. I usually name
the files after the ND filter (e.g., for ND=1.2 I’d name the file ND120.m). Do
this for every map, and keep the prefix the same for each. You can also do the
exporting later from another machine, since the Nova software is free to install.
4. When done with everything, slide the CCD cooler to -10◦C—this should gradually
bring the temperature up to 0◦C+, but if it gets stuck at -10 just turn the cooler
off.
5. Transfer your files, turn off the slave controller, laser, and upright controller.
Turn off the CDA. When the CCD is up to 0◦C+, turn off the system power
strip.
A.5. Miscellaneous Notes
• Monitor the X- and Y-sensors at the bottom of the additional options page.
When you’re not scanning with the Master, RMS for both should be around
0.000X (X=1-5). If you get some generation there (it will look like the stage is
oscillating back and forth) click on the Closed Loop tab (also on the additional
operations page) and play with X and Y Band. Between 30 and 180 will usually
work. Often you need to adjust both. For the stretcher in particular I’ve found
setting these both to 40-50 is best. Sometimes you’ll get generation when the
stage is at certain positions, particularly the corners, and sometimes it will start
randomly after hours of no generation, so keep an eye on it.
• If your peaks are slightly off from where they should be:
– Always bring a piece of bulk Si wafer or graphite with you so you can figure
out if problems are due to the system or your sample.
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– Check the “Central Pix” quantity on the Andor CCD tab. It should be
near 800. Change this and click Save and it will adjust the calibration
between Raman shift and CCD pixel position. You can also change to very
high laser intensity (use a bulk material as the substrate) and look at where
the slight bit of incident laser wavelength comes through the filter, which
should be at 0 cm−1 (you’ll need to be looking at the part of the spectrum
where you can see both positive and negative Raman shifts).
– Make sure Flipping is off (Andor CCD tab → Options).
• On the Nano30 window → Registration tab the pinhole should typically be set
for 70 µm, which will maximize spatial resolution. Increasing this up to 150 µm
will give poorer spatial resolution but much more signal intensity.
• For nanowire testing, if you’re clamping using EBID (actually this will probably
apply no matter what you bond with), you’ll want to keep the laser away from
it as much as possible, since it will both degrade the clamp (mechanically) and
cause the carbon to diffuse down the wire. I mill the edges of the grips so they
make steps, as in Figure A.1 below. This way, as I’m moving the laser along the
nanowire, it hits the bottom step before the EBID and I know not to go any
further. It is not sufficient to simply clamp the wire further back from the grip,
since this will cause some complicated strains in the nanowire due to friction
with the grip.
NanowireEBID EBID
1-2 μm
~1 μm
Laser stops here
Figure A.1: Schematic of steps in the grips. These steps are milled using the FIB prior
to nanowire manipulation. As the laser scans the nanowire, it can be seen hitting the
step before it reaches the EBID clamp, so that clamp exposure to the laser may be
minimized.
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